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MOLD: A System for Breaking Down Large Visualization 
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The Achilles' heel of modern, high-resolution numerical simulations is the enormous 

size of the output they produce. When datasets grow so large that they make 

transmission, archival storage, and retrieval delays take on the order of days, the utility of 

the overall system is compromised. This thesis presents the MOLD (Managing Overly 

Large Datasets) system, which significantly reduces the time to store and retrieve 

information used to derive knowledge. 

An important characteristic of numerical simulations that solve partial differential 

equations is that their output often exhibits strong spatial and temporal locality. For 

example, in a fluid dynamics simulation of turbulence, fine structures emerge that may be 

confined to a small subset of the total simulation volume. A user who is interested in 

studying the time evolution of fine structures will confine his attention to a small portion 
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of the space-time simulation volume. Even when the user is interested in obtaining a 

global view of the solution, the totality of interesting features will account for only a 

small fraction of the simulation volume. It is therefore desirable that storage, access, and 

retrieval have a cost that is proportional to the amount of “interesting” data that the user 

demands, rather than to the total volume of the data. 

MOLD is a set of I/O services which compress and filter datasets that exhibit these 

properties, reducing storage requirements on average by a factor of 10. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

 

Interpreting the results of large scale scientific computations is a daunting task, given 

that the scientific datasets can overwhelm the network and storage media required to 

process the data. This thesis presents the MOLD (Managing Overly Large Datasets) 

system, which qualitatively reduces the size of scientific datasets, allowing end users to 

both receive results faster and run at higher accuracies; thus, a scientist can derive 

knowledge previously prohibited by system limitations. 

We consider one particular application: a simulation named DISTUF [16] running on 

a supercomputer with the results being fed to a workstation. DISTUF periodically outputs 

a flow field approximating the solution to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation. 

This flow field is represented by a uniform array of points, with 16 bytes of data held at 

each point; the larger the array used, the greater the resolution of the simulation, and the 

greater the accuracy received. Presently, it is most often run with a 1283 mesh: at 1283, 

300 output timesteps, DISTUF generates 9.6 GB of data. This is a non-trivial amount, but 

certainly not overwhelming by supercomputer or even workstation standards. The 

domain scientists working on DISTUF, however, wish to increase the resolution to 5123, 

which will increase the space requirements by 256 times – or 2.5 TB of data. 

This data is used for two purposes: visualization and post-processing. Visualization is 

the rendering of the dataset to a screen; typically it is performed for presentations, but it 

is also useful to a domain scientist to get a deeper understanding of a simulation. Post-

processing, in the context of this paper, is defined as all the numeric methods the domain 

scientists run on the dataset after the simulation itself has stopped. A typical example is to 

focus on a small section of the dataset and average the values in that section across all 

timesteps. Visualization and post-processing are simple enough when the datasets are 
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small, but not when they increase to the size of two terabytes or more. Since the standard 

practice, currently, is to send all of this data across a relatively slow network from the 

supercomputer to the visualization workstation, terabyte-scale datasets become unwieldy 

to the point of being unusable. 

So, although DISTUF must always compute its solution at each point on the mesh 

and produce these large quantities of data, an important observation is that the domain 

scientist is usually only interested in accessing a small fraction of the data at a time when 

performing post-simulation analyses. We can therefore improve the performance of the 

data interpretation process by limiting the cost to that of storing and retrieving only the 

data which is needed. Thus, the dataset will take up less disk space, the delay between 

running the code and viewing the results is significantly reduced, and much less network 

bandwidth is required. MOLD implements such a system. 

MOLD has a three-step process for reducing cost: first, it determines which regions 

are interesting to the domain scientist, discarding data that it knows he will never need. 

Second, it isolates regions that have interesting data near each other and aggregates them 

into one larger area, making them easier to manage. Thirdly, MOLD tracks these 

interesting clusters through time, allowing the user to filter out all data except the specific 

area that he's interested in. The net effect of these analyses is to compress the dataset and 

allow the user to only manipulate the small fraction of data he is interested in. This 

lowers network and memory needs; as a result MOLD effectively amplifies the utility of 

each piece of hardware used in analyzing the data, and allows the domain scientist to run 

at higher resolutions than he would be able to do otherwise. 

It is important to note that while MOLD is involved with visualization it does no 

visualization itself; similarly, it has many features that improve post-processing, but it 

does no post-processing itself. MOLD is a module that sits in between the simulation and 

analysis code which improves the quality of the entire system. 

 



CHAPTER II 

Discussion of Model, Problem, and Working Paradigm 

 

A. Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation Model 

Traditionally, supercomputing is performed in a monolithic style, where all work and 

analysis is performed on a single supercomputer. Although supercomputers themselves 

have changed drastically over the last ten years, the way they are used has stayed fairly 

constant: a typical user will perform all simulation and analysis on the same machine, 

regardless of it being a Cray/Tera supercomputer, a group of workstations connected 

across a computing grid, or a traditional IBM/SP2. 

We examine an alternative model for supercomputing: the Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation model. Unlike the monolithic model, a Coupled system has 

two distinct computing units: a back-end supercomputer which performs all heavy CPU- 

and memory-intensive work, and a front-end workstation for visualization and post-

processing. In this paper we use the generic terms “supercomputer” and “workstation” to 

describe the two halves. A “supercomputer” we define to be any computer whose 

computational and memory resources exceed that of a modern low-cost workstation by at 

least one order of magnitude; whether it be a supercomputer in the traditional sense or a 

cluster of workstations, is not distinguished. A “workstation” we define to be any 

standalone computer, probably designed for visualization purposes: as such, we can 

expect it to have more resources than a normal home computer, with perhaps multiple 

CPUs and specialized graphics hardware. However, it does not have the same capabilities 

and resources as a supercomputer. 

Supercomputers are designed to deliver high capacity. Although they succeed at this 

very well, they have two primary drawbacks: cost, and non-dedicated access to the 

resources. The cost problem is well known – supercomputers, even Beowulf clusters, 
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have a poor price/performance ratio compared with a home personal computer. The non-

dedicated access problem is more interesting: since many supercomputers are batch-

queued shared resources that experience heavy usage by scientists, running even the 

smallest program can have an execution latency ranging from 10 minutes to a day. Some 

supercomputers provide interactive runs for this purpose, but from the author’s 

observation, these queues are even more heavily used, and generally only offer a single 

CPU for computation. When using a monolithic model of computing, this queue delay 

makes interactive analysis frustrating at best, and impossible at the worst. 

This is where the Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation model is more advantageous: 

instead of having to compete for resources for interactive jobs, a domain scientist can 

move his data onto a workstation, where he can get immediate responses to his queries. 

Unless the scientist has dedicated access to a supercomputer, he will be able to perform 

experiments at a much faster rate using this model. The Coupled model builds off the 

strengths of both supercomputers and workstations, so that scientists can get the high 

performance of a supercomputer with the low-latency execution time of a workstation.  

Consider the following example: a scientist runs a complex, data-intensive simulation 

of the chemistry and ecosystem of a lagoon. When he’s finished, he uses the results many 

times, such as by visualizing the spread of chemicals through the water, and analyzing 

bird populations over time, considered several different ways. If the scientist ran this on a 

Monolithic system, he would be able to indeed get the results of the simulation quickly, 

but his subsequent post-processing requests would have to go into the batch queue, and 

greatly slow down the rate at which he can ask questions and have them answered. With 

a Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation system, the scientist can take advantage of the 

high-latency, high-throughput supercomputer for doing the serious run, ship the results 

over to a workstation, and take advantage of the low-latency, interactive nature of the 

workstation there, for data analysis and visualization. This model also has a lower 
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amortized cost, since it frees up the expensive supercomputer hardware by using 

commodity machines as much as possible. 

For our specific application, the domain scientists working on DISTUF might wish to 

run a large job on a supercomputer three times, at five days per job, and then perform one 

hundred interactive analyses of the data, all of which take approximately one minute on a 

workstation. They need to be run sequentially, with the results of one analysis driving the 

formulation of the next one. Assuming that the supercomputer is roughly 10 times faster 

than a workstation, but is heavily loaded and has an average queue delay of 5 hours on a 

job, a supercomputer alone will take 15 days for the simulation, then another 20 days for 

all the analyses, assuming the scientists work around the clock and submit new jobs as 

soon as the old ones complete. A workstation working by itself will take 150 days to 

perform the simulation, then 100 minutes to do the analysis. An ideal Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation system will take 15 days to perform the simulations, then 

100 minutes for the analyses: 20 days faster than a supercomputer by itself, and 135 days 

faster than a workstation alone. Again, an unloaded supercomputer would be the fastest 

overall, but in a real world environment supercomputers are heavily shared, with very 

long queue delays, so the Coupled model has strong advantages. 

Since a Coupled system allows high performance and interactivity – where before a 

user had to settle for either low computational rates or long batch queue delays – this is a 

fundamental change to the way a user conducts research, and enables real science to be 

discovered [10]. 

A Coupled system is somewhat similar to several existing systems running under the 

name of “Transparent Supercomputing” [6,17], since they both have a powerful 

supercomputer streaming results to a visualization engine on the weaker client machine. 

However, Transparent Supercomputing efforts assume the client is only a “thin client”, 

capable of doing nothing more than rendering on screen the graphical data sent to them 
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via the supercomputer, with minimal manipulation of the data. The Coupled model, on 

the other hand, assumes that both the front-end and back-end are capable of meaningful 

work, with the back-end merely being more powerful. 

The Coupled model is technically a subset of Heterogeneous Computing, an field of 

active research that deals with machines of various computational powers working 

together toward a common goal. However, while the typical Heterogeneous job 

aggregates various numbers of supercomputers and workstations to compute together, the 

Coupled model gives distinctly different jobs to the supercomputer and workstation, to 

capitalize on the strengths of both. In other words, most approaches in the field of 

Heterogeneous Computing use work-based parallelism; the Coupled model, however, is 

expressly task-based parallelism. We feel that the benefits of a Coupled system are great 

enough that it warrants individual attention, even though it is but a subset of a larger 

field. 

The rest of this thesis is an investigation into the issues that arise from moving to a 

Coupled system. 

 

B. Specification of the Problem: Unmanageable Data 

The main problem arising from a Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation system is that 

of the supercomputer producing too much data for the workstation to handle. For small 

simulations the full benefits of the Coupled model can be realized, but when the 

supercomputer starts producing too much data for the workstation to deal with, the 

system rapidly becomes unusable. 

The problem of simulations producing too much data is a common one in scientific 

computing; in fact, there are divisions at many supercomputing centers [7,8] devoted to 
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dealing with enormous1 amounts of data. The solutions provided by these departments 

are monolithically oriented – they assume that all relevant work will be performed on the 

supercomputer in question, so they provide it with more scratch space, faster tape 

archives [19,27], better archiving formats [2, 21] and more intelligent tools [3,5,22] to 

navigate through the copious amounts of output produced. These approaches are very 

useful – when all computation is indeed performed on the supercomputer. Since we are 

interested, instead, in the Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation model, improving the 

power of the supercomputer will not help. 

In a Coupled system, the supercomputer produces a large quantity of data, which is 

piped over a relatively slow (~100Mbps) network to a workstation with a limited amount 

of RAM and disk space, which then uses it for visualization and data analysis. Assuming 

that the supercomputer has at least one order of magnitude greater computing power, disk 

space, and memory, this model creates some interesting implications: 
 

�� Hard drive limitation: If the dataset already takes up a significant fraction of a 
supercomputer’s scratch space, then it likely will not all fit on disk on a 
workstation. 

�� RAM limitation: Similarly, if a single timestep takes up a large part of a 
supercomputer’s RAM, then it will likely not fit in RAM on the workstation. 

�� Network limitation: The network between the machines becomes a serious 
bottleneck. No longer is data generated and analyzed on the same machine; there 
will be a significant delay between creating and accessing the data if the transfer 
is done unintelligently. For example, if a user needed to transfer an entire 1TB 
dataset from a supercomputer to a workstation over a 100Mb/s line before he 
could get meaningful work done, he would have to wait about 48 hours. 

�� Cycle Tradeoff: If the supercomputer can spend an extra compute cycle to help 
the workstation spend one less cycle, it will speed up the overall system, since a 
supercomputer cycle takes a proportionally smaller period of time. 

�� Server Filtering is better than Compression: Having the supercomputer simply 
compress the dataset – using any number of known lossless techniques – will help 
overcome the above limitations, but only by a factor of two, at most. Lossy 

                                                 
1 We define “enormous” as a floating term to mean any amount of data too large for a workstation to gracefully manage. If one is 
talking about fitting into core memory, this term means datasets in excess of one gigabyte. For fitting onto disk, this term means 
datasets in excess of one terabyte, with today’s technology. In the future, “enormous” will mean ever greater amounts of data. 
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techniques are unacceptable since they introduce error, and the domain scientists 
will not accept any loss of accuracy. What is needed is a sophisticated filtering 
system, which will allow the workstation to tell the supercomputer in advance 
what it will need, allowing most of the data to be discarded before even reaching 
the network. 

 

Traditional approaches: adding more scratch space, memory, etc., to the workstation 

will indeed solve the problem. But if a person adds enough CPUs, hard drive space, 

memory and network speed to bring the workstation up to the level of a supercomputer, 

he will end up with a machine costing as much as the supercomputer, with no benefits 

over just using a supercomputer for all his work. Using the Coupled model, we assume 

that both money and access time on supercomputers are scarce quantities. 

Aware of the above implications, MOLD works to remove the RAM, hard disk and 

network limitations, so that the system will run faster overall. MOLD implements Cycle 

Trading with a sophisticated filtering/compression scheme – it extends the run time on 

the supercomputer by approximately 15% in order to compress, filter and repackage the 

data so that it decreases the space requirements on the workstation and reduces the data 

needed to be sent across the network. 

 



CHAPTER III 

Overview of the System, and DISTUF 

 

A. Overview of the System 

We consider MOLD in the context of one specific application – a simulation program 

named DISTUF [16] running on a single processor of a 12-CPU 333Mhz, 3GB of RAM, 

Sun Enterprise Ultra 10k server (gaos.sdsc.edu), with the results being analyzed on a 

single processor 333MHz R12K SGI O2 with 500MB of RAM. DISTUF, described in 

detail below, is a tool being used to study vortices in a turbulent flow Navier-Stokes 

equation. Without MOLD, the system would do the following: 

a. The Sun would run a simulation for three days, writing the simulation’s 

output arrays to disk. 

b. The domain scientist would transfer the arrays to the SGI when the run 

was finished. 

c. He would then visualize the data and perform a series of experiments with 

the results, gathering varied statistics about the vortices in the fluid. 

 

With MOLD, instead of the simulation writing the output arrays to disk, it instead 

passes them via a function call to MOLD, annotated with marks indicating which points 

are interesting. MOLD then outputs in an efficient, packed format only the data deemed 

necessary. On the workstation, a postprocessor capable of understanding MOLD’s format 

unencodes the data, and the scientist then performs his experiments as before. 

Graphically, the system looks like this: 

9 
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Visualization 

and 

Post-Processor

 
 
DISTUF 

 
 
MOLD 

Function() 
Network 

Workstation Supercomputer 

Figure 1. High level view of the DISTUF, MOLD and Visualization tasks in a Coupled 
Supercomputer/Workstation model system.  

Although MOLD was developed for the researchers working on DISTUF, it is 

targeted at any application using the Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation model that 

meets the following criteria: it can mark in advance which points are considered 

interesting with reasonable speed, the application uses a regular mesh, the interesting 

points tend to be spatially grouped together, and the visualization/post-processing 

component is separate from the simulation code. DISTUF is a simulation that meets these 

requirements, and is currently the only application for MOLD. 

 

B. Overview of DISTUF 

DISTUF [16] (DIrect Simulation of TUrbulent Flows) is an application that 

“Employs Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to numerically solve the unsteady Navier-

Stokes equations, the continuity equation as well as the unsteady advection-diffusion 

equation for the density for the case of stably stratified homogenous sheared turbulence.” 

Dr. Peter Diamessis used DISTUF in his dissertation [9] to study the creation, lifetime, 

and destruction of overturn phenomena within a simulated decimeter-cubed of ideal 

oceanwater. Overturn phenomena are somewhat stable vortices, or whorls, of water that 

keep denser, colder water suspended above lighter, warmer regions. They play critical 

roles in temperature mixing and nutrient diffusion in the ocean – if Peter Diamessis can 

study these phenomena at a realistic resolution (1283 or better) he theorizes that he will 
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be able to eventually incorporate their small-scale (meter-cubed) activities in large-scale 

(miles wide) models of the climate and ocean, resulting in better accuracy and 

understanding of how the processes work. 

 

 
Figure 2: Visualization of a timestep of DISTUF by Greg Johnson and Nicole Bourdes of the SDSC 
visualization department. The red structures are the overturn regions the domain scientists are 
studying. 

One limiting factor for DISTUF is its budget of hard drive space – usually set to 

either quota size, CD-Recordable size or DVD-Recordable size. By using MOLD, the 
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space requirements decrease, so a domain scientist can run at a higher output frequency, 

greater resolution, or for more timesteps, than he could before. The other primary limiting 

factor for DISTUF is the amount of CPU time it requires; as an Nlog(N) algorithm (from 

its Fast Fourier Transform), it consumes ever-greater computational resources as 

resolution increases. 1283 is close to the limit that can be reasonably be run on a 

uniprocessor – KDISTUF [18] is the next-generation DISTUF that uses the KELP [12] 

library for parallelism on any modern supercomputer.2  

DISTUF can determine at run time which parts of its arrays are in overturn regions 

and mark them for MOLD, which will write them to disk and transmit them to the 

workstation for subsequent postprocessing. Since MOLD writes only the marked regions 

to disk, and nothing else, it realizes a large space savings; the typical amount of data 

marked “interesting” in DISTUF varies between 0-20% so a typical MOLD run reduces 

the amount of disk space needed by about ten times. The ability to mark beforehand 

which regions are “interesting” is critical; if DISTUF were unable to do this, MOLD 

would have to write the entire array to disk, in case any part would be needed in 

postprocessing. MOLD would still be useful for speeding up computations under the 

Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation model since it enables server-side filtering via its 

clustering and volume-tracking mechanisms. 

The main difficulty of incorporating MOLD into DISTUF was that DISTUF'’s 

postprocessing program had to be rewritten to understand the file format that MOLD 

generates. Although the format is simple – a gzipped file containing RLE-encoded data 

arrays – it added complexity onto a system already difficult to manage. Fortunately, it 

                                                 
2 MOLD, as of this thesis, is not parallelized. It’s output is coherent and correct, even 

when run from multiple CPUs; only the postprocessor needs to be rewritten to understand 
the output from multiple MOLD invocations. FASTR [20], the proposed successor to 
MOLD, will be parallelized both for speed and so that a postprocessor can read both 
single- and multiple-CPU MOLD datasets without change. 
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was possible to modify the postprocessor cleanly, since the domain scientist simply 

treated the MOLD datasets as objects, with a decoder() function providing the only 

access to the files on disk. As long as the post-processor relied entirely on the decoder() 

function to get at the array values, and did not try to deal with any of the encoded data 

directly, no other parts of the post-processor had to be modified. 

 

C. Requirements Analysis of DISTUF 

The requirements that DISTUF needs satisfied are as follows: 
�� Writing out the reduced dataset via MOLD must not lose any points marked 

interesting. 
�� All data must be written at the same precision as was passed in; i.e., the 

compression MOLD provides must be lossless. This precludes a number of 
data management techniques for large scientific simulations [14]. Since the 
point of increasing the resolution (and taking the resultant penalties of 
increased running time and data size) is to increase accuracy, any loss of 
precision is unacceptable from the domain scientists’ point of view. 

�� MOLD must have a reasonable overhead. It is desirable to not more than 
double DISTUF’s running time, at the worst. 

�� MOLD must provide clustering and labeling of interesting points. 
�� MOLD must provide volume tracking of clusters through time. This means 

that a scientist can examine an overturn region in one frame, and follow it 
forwards and backwards in time through the dataset.  

�� MOLD must write the data in less space than DISTUF was using before. 
�� MOLD must write the data in such a way that it is possible for subsets of the 

dataset to be downloaded without getting all of it.

 



CHAPTER IV 

Overview of MOLD 

 

A. High Level View of MOLD 

This section explains what happens during a standard timestep with DISTUF and 

MOLD. 

DISTUF first executes its code. At higher resolutions, it can take many minutes while 

it directly simulates the physics of an ideal body of water. When it finishes, it iterates 

over its own arrays with a discrimination function, a function that identifies which points 

in the array belong to overturn regions, and packs the results into a “threshold array”. 

DISTUF then calls MOLD, passing in this threshold array it has prepared, as well as the 

data arrays it needs to have saved to disk for later visualization and postprocessing. 

MOLD reads in the threshold array, and using it as a guide, only saves to disk the 

points in the data arrays which correspond to the same point as the threshold array. To 

make the data written out easier to manage, it groups all adjacent points into numbered 

“clusters”. This allows the user later on to request data by asking, for example, for “all 

data in cluster 12” instead of having to ask for “the data at points (3,9,4),(3,9,5)…” 

MOLD also keeps track of clusters as they move through time, a process called 

volume tracking [23]. By reading the results of MOLD’s volume tracking algorithm, an 

end user can find that, for example, “cluster 13 in timestep 6” is the same as “cluster 2 in 

timestep 1”. This capability is critical for the domain scientists working with DISTUF, 

since they are studying the time-evolution of overturn regions. 

After MOLD has written the interesting points, clustering, and volume tracking data 

to disk, it returns, and DISTUF continues on with its next timestep. 

 

14 
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B. Running DISTUF with MOLD 

This section briefly describes what users see when they run DISTUF with MOLD for 

the first time. The next section gives an overview of how MOLD works at a high level. 

Technical details about the software appear in Appendix A, and code listings are found in 

Appendix B. 

The first step a user must perform is to download the DISTUF/MOLD source code, 

available at the KeLP website [20]. Next, the user must choose which resolution he 

wishes to run DISTUF at: 323, 643 or 1283. DISTUF must be recompiled with this 

resolution hard-coded in. MOLD automatically inserts itself into DISTUF when it is 

built, so all that remains to do is the user typing “distuf” and then waiting a number of 

hours for the simulation to finish. 

As the simulation runs, a file structure grows out of the simulation’s root directory. 

The first time MOLD is invoked, it checks to see if a MOLD subdirectory exists; if there 

isn’t, it creates one. Then, it checks to see how many times MOLD has been run, and 

creates a subdirectory with the next name. Inside of the subdirectory, it creates a console 

file, a mapfile, and multiple frame and meta files – one for each timestep DISTUF directs 

MOLD to save. 

The file structure looks like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Diagram of the subdirectory system MOLD creates in the simulation directory. 

DISTUF /  

MOLD /   

Meta0.gz 
Meta1.gz… 

Frame0.gz 
Frame1.gz… 

Console Mapfile

DISTUF Files   

Run_3 /  Run_2 /  Run_1 /   
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The Console file is the standard out of MOLD, kept separate so that it doesn’t 

interfere with the standard out of the simulation. It holds any error messages, all the 

timing information, the run’s resolution, and timestamps for when the run began and 

ended. Its primary purpose is to allow an end user to keep track of his experiments, and to 

report any exceptional conditions that may have occurred during the run. 

The mapfile contains a summary of all the clusters in every frame, including 

bounding box extents, size, and volume tracking information. In other words, it contains 

all the metadata for a run, and thus can be used to preview a dataset without having to 

download any of the actual data; since the mapfile is on the order of kilobytes to a few 

megabytes in size, a user may quickly get a rough visualization of a dataset that might 

otherwise take days to download. Visualization of the mapfile will only show boxes 

moving around through time, but it can be used to motivate further investigation on the 

part of the end user: the end user, perhaps interested in a particularly large or long-lived 

cluster, can use the rough visualization to download the actual data for the segment he is 

interested in, and perform more detailed visualization or post-processing operations. 

Thus, the mapfile is a primary mechanism for server-side filtering, a concept discussed in 

Chapter II. 

The gzipped Frame and Meta files work together to create a virtual directory of files 

for each timestep. Since it is critical for a cluster’s information to be independently 

downloadable from its neighbors for server-side filtering, a simple system would write 

out a separate file for each cluster and be done with it. Unfortunately, this would result in 

several million files being written out to disk, which would cause a number of problems 

on a UNIX file system, such as exhausting a user’s inode quota and causing even listing 

the directory to take many minutes to complete. Thus motivated, we use the Frame and 

Meta files instead. Essentially, each Frame file is a directory of all files for a frame, 

containing each file concatenated together. The Meta file holds the starting byte of each 
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cluster within the frame file. Thus, when a post-processor requests a specific cluster out 

of a frame, one must simply seek to the given byte in the Frame file, and read out the 

specified number of bytes. For more information on the format of the Frame and Meta 

files, see Appendix A. 

 

C. Overview of how MOLD works 

This section gives only a high level view of how MOLD works. Appendix A 

discusses actual code. 

MOLD performs the following steps in sequence: it reads in an input array containing 

a bitmask of points considered to be “interesting,” clusters groups of these interesting 

points together, performs volume tracking on the clusters, and writes the frame’s data to 

disk. 

The first time MOLD is run it performs basic housekeeping tasks: it creates the 

MOLD subdirectories, initializes timers, allocates the necessary memory, and writes out a 

timestamp to the console file. It then proceeds like every other frame, with the reading in 

of the input array. 

The primary input to MOLD is the “threshold array”, a 3-dimensional integer array 

containing 1s (TRUE) if the corresponding points in the data arrays are considered 

interesting, 0s if they are not. MOLD will save to disk all the points marked as 

interesting, and no other. For DISTUF, “interesting” means that the point is within an 

overturn region. 

It is important to note that if a calling program cannot distinguish a priori which 

points are more important than others, then MOLD will not be able to reduce dataset size. 

It is therefore critical for the domain scientists to have a discrimination function that 

determines which points will be needed during the post-processing phase. 
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C.1. Clustering 

Clustering – also called connected component labeling – is a common technique in 

the fields of computer science [15], electrical engineering (VLSI layout) [4] and physics 

(percolation clustering) [13]. It takes as input an array of points, and returns a label for 

each point, dividing the points into sets. Each set has the following property: For every 

member P in a set S, P corresponds to a unique point in the Cartesian space of the input 

array and is either adjacent or connected by any number of adjacent points to every other 

point in S. This property implies that not only are all points in S connected to each other, 

but that any point R in another set T cannot be connected. For if a path existed between P 

and R, then all points in T would have been already added by the clustering algorithm to 

set S.  

The clustering algorithm for MOLD takes as input the threshold array passed in by 

DISTUF, and returns as output an integer array with all points in the same set marked 

with the same number: a “cluster”. It also returns a linked list of data objects, one for 

each set found in the array; these objects contain statistical information about each 

cluster, such as total interesting points found and the bounding box extents. 

Graphically, clustering looks like this: 

  

Clustering 

3 

3 

2

1
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Input to the clustering algorithm. 
Interesting points are black, uninteresting  
points are white. 

Figure 5. All adjacent points are grouped 
into separate clusters. Diagonals do not 
count for adjacency. Neighboring points 
on edges do count, however, since 
DISTUF uses a periodic boundary 
condition for the mesh. 
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After the points are successfully clustered, a bounding box is fitted around each 

cluster. A bounding box is the minimum and maximum value of all the (x,y,z) values of 

the points in the cluster. The bounding box serves several useful functions. First, it can be 

used by visualization software to sketch a rough outline of all the clusters in a frame since 

bounding boxes take up a trivial amount of space compared with the actual data. This can 

be used to quickly preview a dataset, isolate features based on certain rough criteria 

(gross size, approximate movement rate, position near other clusters), and then stream the 

data in later. Bounding boxes are also used in the volume tracking segment of MOLD, 

where they are used to accelerate the intersection testing process. Bounding boxes serve a 

third function as the limit of the area of operations for a cluster. In other words, if a 

routine needs to sum up all the data within a cluster, instead of iterating over the entire 

dataset, a loop over the region within the bounds is sufficient. One must still be careful to 

make sure an interesting point within the bounding box belongs to the cluster we are 

currently in (by checking the cluster number on the point put there by the clustering 

algorithm), since it is possible for clusters to interpenetrate each other’s bounding boxes. 

 

Figure 7. The bounding boxes for all clusters 
are drawn in. Because cluster 3 extends 
around the edge of the mesh, its bounding box 
is quite large. 
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Figure 6. The bounding box for cluster 2 is 
shaded in. Note that other clusters still can 
penetrate its bounding box, and that the box 
is only a rough approximation of its shape. 

 

Clustering is a primary method MOLD uses to make large amounts of data 

manageable: it condenses many scattered points into a small number of data objects. The 
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program can then deal with the data at the object level instead of the point level, making 

algorithms more efficient and simpler to write. For example, if one wanted to iterate 

across all points in the array, instead of having to sweep over the whole array – which is a 

very wasteful operation when the data is sparse – the code could instead merely sweep 

across the bounding boxes of all the clusters. Our volume tracking algorithm, in 

particular, would be very inefficient if there was not a clustering algorithm identifying 

features beforehand. 

 

C.2. Volume Tracking 

The Volume Tracking module of MOLD takes the results of the clustering algorithm 

from two consecutive frames and creates a series of dependencies between clusters in one 

frame and the next. 

In a formal sense, the algorithm performs the following: it takes as input two arrays 

that are the results of the clustering algorithm after two consecutive frames. It returns as 

output a number of links between Clusters in the first frame and Clusters in the second 

frame. A link is formed when the following condition is true: there exists inside the 

bounding box of Cluster C1 a point marked as TRUE, and the same corresponding point 

Cluster C2 is also TRUE. 

Every frame, volume tracking is run, and the links between Clusters in different 

frames are held in memory. At the end of the simulation the volume tracking I/O routine 

writes the data structure to disk. 
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5

62 

Cluster 6

Frame 2 Cluster 5Frame 1 Cluster 2 

Figure 8. A feature changes shape and moves one grid point ot he right in Frame 2. The volume 
tracking algorithm detects this and thus creates a link between Cluster 2 and Cluster 6, indicating 
that they are the same cluster, through time. A link is not created between Cluster 2 and Cluster 5, 
since they are unrelated. 

Even though our volume tracking algorithm is different, the criterion that we use to 

determine if a dependency exists between two clusters is the same as used by Silver and 

Wang [23,24,26]: if a cluster in one frame shares at least a single point with a cluster in 

the next, it creates a dependency. A cluster typically has a single child in the next frame – 

implying that the cluster moved and did nothing else – but a cluster can have between 0 

and N children (this holds for parents as well), where N is the number of clusters in the 

next frame. 

Since the child frame of one timestep becomes the parent frame of the next, what 

eventually emerges is a dependency web of all the clusters across all timesteps. The web 

can be analyzed by the user to find a cluster he is interested in, and track it forwards and 

backwards in time, through Creation, Movement, Splitting, Merging and Death3 events. 

In short, a Creation event occurs when a cluster appears that had no one in the same spot 

in the previous frame, i.e., had no parent. Spurious Creation events occur when a cluster 

moves more than its own width in one frame (MOLD treats this as a Death of the first 

 

                                                 
3 These are the same events that Silver and Wang use. They call these events 

Creation, Continuation, Bifurcation, Amalgamation and Dissipation. 
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cluster and a Creation of the second), so a domain scientist must take care to call MOLD 

often enough that clusters do not move further than their width between invocations. A 

Movement event is the standard event: a cluster in the first frame has exactly one child, 

which means it merely moved, and perhaps changed shape, in the second. A Split event 

occurs when a cluster breaks apart from one frame to the next, defined as when a cluster 

has more than one child in the next frame. A Merge event is the converse, when two 

clusters combine, defined as when a cluster has more than one parent. A Destruction 

event occurs when a cluster has no children. Figures 9 through 13 illustrate the five 

events: 

 
Figure 9: A Creation event 
  

 
Figure 10: A Movement event 
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Figure 11: A Split  event 
 

 
Figure 12: A Merge event 

 
Figure 13: A Death event 

A dependency web that the volume tracker creates across multiple timesteps could 

look like the following: 

Frame 1 

Cluster 1 

Cluster 2 

Cluster 3 

Cluster 4 

Cluster … 

Frame 2

Cluster 9 

Cluster 10

Cluster 11

Cluster 12

Cluster …

Frame 3

Cluster 19

Cluster 20

Cluster 21

Cluster 22

Cluster …

Cluster 25 

Cluster 26 

Cluster 27 

Frame 4 

 
Figure 14.  The results of a volume tracking run. 

Figure 14 illustrates all possible events; an arrow indicates a found dependency 

between a cluster in one frame and the next. Cluster 1, which has a single child in all 
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succeeding frames, is a typical cluster that is Created, Moves from frame to frame 

(Clusters 9, 19 and 25),  then Dies at the end of the simulation. The other clusters are 

more interesting: a Merge event occurs between Clusters 2 and 3 in Frame 1, who 

become Cluster 11 in Frame 2.  Cluster 11 then has a Split in the next frame, becoming 

Frame 3’s Cluster 21 and (Merging with 12) Cluster 22.  Cluster 10 evidences a Creation 

event, and Cluster 22 shows a Death. This complex data structure is dumped to disk as 

the “mapfile”. 

A segment of the mapfile corresponding to Frame 2 for the above example would 

look like this: 
… 
Frame: 0000000002 
    Cluster 0000000009: Size 0000000108 
        (00054,00058) (00052,00065) (00000,00004) 
        Children: 0000000019 
        Parents: 0000000001 
    Cluster 0000000010: Size 0000000016 
        (00059,00061) (00068,00071) (00000,00003) 
        Children: 0000000020 
    Cluster 0000000011: Size 0000000329 
        (00076,00085) (00104,00117) (00001,00009) 
        Children: 0000000021 0000000022 
        Parents: 0000000002 0000000003 
    Cluster 0000000012: Size 0000000336 
        (00076,00087) (00031,00045) (00003,00013) 
        Children: 0000000022 
        Parents: 0000000004 

 

The first indicates the frame number. The next line shows the cluster number and the 

number of interesting points within the cluster. The cluster number is unique, but is not 

guaranteed to be monotonically increasing, or related in any way to the position of the 

cluster within the frame (even though they are typically increasing, and listed from the 

upper-left of the mesh to the bottom-right). The next line: (00054,00058) (00052,00065) 

(00000,00004) is the bounding box (extents) of the cluster. The first pair of numbers are 

the minimum/maximum X values of interesting points found in the array, the next pair is 

Y, the next Z. After this comes the actual volume tracking information: Children: 

0000000019, Parents: 0000000001. The numbers are the Cluster ID numbers of the children 

and parents, respectively. 
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C.3. Haloing 

Haloing is the growing of points around “interesting” points in order to provide 

context for gradient computations in the post-processor. 

Although not truly a part of MOLD, MOLD does perform haloing on behalf of 

DISTUF for efficiency reasons. From a software engineering point of view, DISTUF 

should calculate halos itself, and then pass in the separate values via the threshold array, 

making “1”s mean halo points, and “2”s mean the standard interesting points. However, it 

was discovered that halos could be calculated much more quickly inside of MOLD, so it 

was incorporated into the MOLD system. 

The haloing operation is simple: it takes as input a value H, which is the haloing size. 

For every interesting point P in the threshold array, the haloing operation marks all non-

interesting points within H spaces of P as “halo” points, and saves the results into the 

threshold array. 

Figure 15 illustrates a haloing operation with H=3. 

Halo = 3 

Figure 15. In the original threshold array, a single point is marked as interesting. After applying a 
haloing operation with a value of 3, there are now 25 interesting points that will be written to disk. 

Haloing is only used in post-processing runs, not visualization ones, since the context 

points are written out only to provide points to allow gradient quantities to be calculated. 

When visualizing, the halos are irrelevant since the user is usually only concerned with 

examining the actual points in the overturn regions and not the regions around it. 
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As figure 15 demonstrates, halos drastically increase the number of points considered 

to be “interesting” – in this example, by a factor of 25. This has a significant impact on 

the compression ratio MOLD can achieve, as Chapter V will show, so the domain 

scientists working with DISTUF are careful to choose beforehand if a run will be for 

visualization or post-processing purposes, since needlessly enabling halos wastes a great 

deal of hard drive space. 

 

C.4. Output / RLE Encoding 

We next discuss the third major part of MOLD, the data output module which writes 

out all interesting points (including halos), and no others. 

Since we will no longer write out every point in the mesh, we must now include 

coordinate information with every point, so that the post-processor knows where all the 

data is located. A simplistic approach would be to simply output the coordinate triple 

(X,Y,Z) with every data point, but as each coordinate takes up two bytes, this will add a 

6-byte overhead to every 16-byte data point written out, an overhead which could easily 

overwhelm the savings gained by only writing out the interesting points. 

Since we do need to write out the coordinate information, we choose to Run Length 

Encode (RLE) the coordinate information, which leads to substantial space savings when 

the interesting points exhibit strong spatial locality, as with DISTUF. 

We now perform a rough analysis of the space savings gained by using the new 

output module with RLE encoding, versus the old way of simply writing all data points to 

disk. We show that even though we have to include coordinate information about every 

point, the RLE encoder is generally superior to the old method. We first look at the 

encoding of a 1-D string, “00000111122222222222222111100000”, which is a fairly 

typical line to output from DISTUF at 323. The values in the string are the types of the 

associated points: 0s are unimportant points, 1s are halos, 2s are interesting points. 
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C.4.a Default method 

The default method that DISTUF uses to write a timestep to disk is simple: it iterates 

over the entire mesh and outputs all data values. The data values for DISTUF are 

temperature, pressure, velocity and density – each a single precision, 4-byte float. Thus, 

the total number of data bytes written for the 1-D string is: 32 (number of points in the 

string above) x 4 (floats per point) x 4 (bytes per float) = 512 bytes. Since the 

postprocessor needs the threshold array to tell which points are in overturn regions, the 

above string must be output as well, at 32 (number of points in string) x 1 byte (type 

information), for a total output size of 544 bytes. 

 

C.4.b New method: RLE encoding 

An ideal output method would write out only the interesting data, lower the 

coordinate overhead to 0, and use a single byte for all the type information, yielding a 

theoretical size on the given example of: 22 (interesting points) x 4 (floats per point) x 4 

(bytes per float) + 1 (type information) = 353 bytes, a compression ratio of 1.54-to-1. 

The MOLD RLE algorithm, while simple, comes close to this goal by only outputting 

coordinate information when necessary: at the start of a run of data. The encoder begins 

and ends a run within a string of constant – and interesting – values in the threshold array. 

For the given string, it will have three runs: “1111”, “2222222222222222”, and then 

“1111”. 

When beginning a run, the RLE encoder first writes out the run’s coordinate 

information, type (whether normal or halo), and run length. Then, it writes out the data in 

a raw form as before. For the given example, in the first run the RLE encoder will write 

out the following: “Starting coordinate: 5” (one byte; coordinate information), “Type: 1” 
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(type information, 1 byte), “Run length: 4” (one byte), followed then by all the raw data. 

It outputs similar data for the other two runs: 

First run: 1 byte (coordinate) + 1 byte (type) + 1 byte (run length) + 64 bytes (data) 

Second run: 1 byte (coordinate) + 1 byte (type) + 1 byte (run length) + 224 bytes 

(data) 

Third run: 1 byte (coordinate) + 1 byte (type) + 1 byte (run length) + 64 bytes (data) 

Total output: 361 bytes. 

This is only 8 bytes more than the theoretical minimum, which is when there is no 

coordinate overhead, and all the points’ types are held in one byte. 

 

The actual situation with DISTUF/MOLD is slightly more complicated than in the 

example above; the mesh is three-dimensional instead of one-, the points are not always 

spatially coherent, and the number of interesting points can vary anywhere between 0% 

and 90% in a typical frame. 

 

The RLE encoding scheme in MOLD works like this: 

��Start within a plane, output the Z coordinate if an interesting point is found within 

��Output the total number of interesting points in this plane 

��Start within a line, output Y, scan until an interesting point is found 

��Output the total number of points written in this line 

��Scan until an interesting point in this line is found 

��Output the starting X position 

��Output the type of the run, “1” for halo, “2” for normal 

��Output the length of the run (in points written) 

��Write all the data found within the run 

��Move to the next run within the current line 
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��Move to the next line within the current plane 

��Move to the next plane 

This algorithm, thus, only writes out coordinate information when it absolutely has to: 

when a coordinate changes. 
 

 

 

 

 

Y=4, X =5-5 

Y=3, X =3-5 

Y=2, X =2-6 

Y=1, X =5-5 

Figure 16. A 2D slice of the input threshold 
array to the RLE encoder. This slice 
corresponds to z = 5. The bounding box is 
x=(2,6) y=(1,4) z=(5,5) so those are the 
limits of the loop it iterates over. Dark 
squares indicate interesting points. 

Figure 17. The starting and ending points 
of each run. Any time important points are 
grouped together, the RLE encoder can 
compress the coordinate information. 

The RLE algorithm represents the coordinate information for the threshold array in 

figure 16 by only the starts and lengths of all the runs, instead of each individual point. 

Hence the coordinate information for the 3rd run above would be written to disk as “Y = 

3”, “Length = 5”, instead of “Interesting points at: (2,2),(3,2),(4,2),(5,2),(6,2).” The Z 

coordinate would not be written for this run, since it would have already been output 

when doing the first run in this plane. 

  

C.4.c. Space Analysis 

The space requirement of this algorithm is highly dependant on factors such as: 

density of interesting points, probability of another interesting point following a current 

one, rate of change of interesting points into halos and vice-versa, spatial locality of 

interesting points and percent chance of gaps appearing in the middle of clusters. 
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Since the analysis of the space requirements of the algorithm are therefore complex, 

we will only analyze the RLE algorithm’s performance under four simple cases. These 

are all theoretical results – real world results are found in Chapter V. 

Case 1: A 1283 array filled with alternating “1”s and “2”, so that no RLE runs are 

possible. The old method will take 34MB to write this to disk (32MB simulation data + 

2MB threshold array), as it will with any dataset. The RLE algorithm will try starting a 

new run of data at every run, so will take up 40MB (32MB simulation data + 256b 

(overhead for plane coordinate data) + 32kb (overhead for row coordinate data) + 8MB 

(overhead for starting a run at every point)). This is the worst case scenario for RLE 

encoding. It takes up 17% more space than the default method. 

Case 2: A 1283 array filled with all “2”s. The old method will take 34MB to write this 

data to disk (it is independent of what is in the threshold array). The RLE algorithm will 

take 32.1MB (32MB simulation data + 256b (plane coordinate information) + 32kb (row 

coordinate information) + 80kb (overhead for all 1282 runs)). So in this case, even with 

the MOLD RLE algorithm achieving no savings from throwing away unimportant data, it 

manages to do 2MB better than the default method since it compresses the threshold 

array by 96%. 

Case 3: The threshold array is completely empty except for a single point. The old 

method again takes 34MB to write. The RLE algorithm takes 26B (16B data + 3B plane 

overhead + 3B row overhead + 4B run overhead). This is 7x107-to-1 compression, the 

best case for when there is at least one interesting point. 

Case 4: A single cluster: a 1283 mesh with a 40x40x40 block of interesting points in 

the center of it. The old method takes 34MB to write. The RLE algorithm writes the 

cluster in 1.1MB (1000kB data + 40x3B plane overhead + 40x40x3B row overhead + 

40x40x4B run overhead). This is a compression ratio of 31-to-1. 
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From these four examples, we can see that the RLE encoding scheme is generally 

superior to the old scheme. Even in the degenerate case 1, which is nearly impossible 

given the physics of DISTUF, it is only 20% larger than the default method of writing out 

the arrays. With the full, regular, threshold array of case 2, the RLE output is 10% 

smaller, even though there are no points marked as uninteresting. More importantly, 

when parts of the array are marked as unimportant, its size is only slightly larger than the 

theoretical minimum. 

Better algorithms are possible – even without moving to complex schemes, it is 

obvious that the coordinate overhead could be further reduced by allowing runs to extend 

off the end of one row and down to the next, or by allowing runs to be in directions other 

than along X, left to right. If, for example, an algorithm could recognize that a cluster was 

tall but narrow, it could rotate the coordinate axis and increase the average size of the 

run-length. However, as the results chapter demonstrates, it works well enough on real-

world datasets that additional work on it was deemed unnecessary.  

 

 



 

CHAPTER V 

Results 

 

In this chapter, we look at the performance of MOLD with DISTUF. First, we will 

look at the space savings MOLD provides, both overall and per-timestep, then we will 

examine the time cost for using MOLD, and finally, we will examine the savings that 

server-side filtering allows under the Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation model. 

 

A. Space Savings 

MOLD’s primary purpose is to reduce the amount of storage consumed by a 

simulation. A normal frame output by DISTUF at 1283 resolution takes up 41943040, or 

40MB (32MB from data, 8MB from the threshold array). For a simulation with 300 

output timesteps, DISTUF’s normal output totals 12.5GB (9.6GB data + 2.9GB 

threshold). 

MOLD reduces the size of this output. How much savings it can get depends on a 

number of factors, primarily: 

1) What percentage of points are interesting? 

2) Are halos enabled? This influences point 1. 

3) How homogenized are the points in the threshold array? 

The first point directly controls the size of the output – there is a linear relationship 

between the number of points that are interesting and the size of the output. MOLD will 

be able to compress down to nothing a dataset with no interesting points, and only 

provide compression on the threshold array on a dataset entirely filled with interesting 

points (ideally giving a 1.3-to-1 compression ratio), with a gradient of compression ratios 

between empty and full. 

32 
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The second point, halos (discussed briefly in Chapter IV and in detail in Appendix 

A), are an optional feature used for providing extra data around significant points, so that 

gradient quantities may be computed. They have the net effect of increasing the number 

of points that need to be output by a factor of 2 to 6 times, greatly diminishing MOLD’s 

compression ratio. Enabling halos is almost the same as marking a great deal more points 

as interesting; the only difference is that the RLE encoder will not compress the threshold 

array quite as efficiently since there will be more changes of types to be saved (see 

Chapter IV on how the RLE encoder writes out haloed data). 

The third point relates to the RLE compression of the threshold array. The threshold 

array is always 1/16ths of the total output of bytes written in a normal DISTUF output, 

regardless of resolution. For MOLD, Depending on how friendly the array is to the RLE 

algorithm, the bytes written will typically vary from negligible to 50% smaller than the 

original array. In the worst-case scenario, however, the RLE output will be 20% greater 

than the original. To deal with cases like these, MOLD retains the ability to write the 

array in the original format, so that the following invariant holds: “MOLD will never 

output more bytes than the old method of writing the arrays.” 

 

Typical (for DISTUF) settings are the following: 

1) The Reynolds number is low, meaning that the fluid is not unduly turbulent, 

resulting in lower numbers of overturn regions, and hence, interesting points. Typically, 

between 5%-20% of the points are interesting. 

2) Halos are enabled for post-processing runs, disabled for visualization runs. 

3) The threshold array is very homogenous. In other words, interesting points 

demonstrate strong spatial locality. 

4) MOLD is called frequently enough that the clusters exhibit strong temporal locality 

between frames. Thus, the volume tracker will work correctly. 
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4) Virtual Time runs from T=2 to 10 dimensionless units, which is where all the 

interesting overturns occur in DISTUF. Occasional DISTUF runs extend T to 20, which 

greatly improves the performance of MOLD, since there are very few interesting areas 

after T=10, but we wish to examine the most common runs with MOLD. 

 
Table 1: Results for MOLD for all common resolutions, with and without halos on, for 
DISTUF runs with a low Reynolds number running from T=2 to 10, before the MOLD 
results are run through gzip. 
Run Type Compression Ratio 
323, no halos 19.4 
643, no halos 13.6 
1283, no halos 16.3 
323, halos 7.18 
643, halos 3.4 
1283, halos 2.5 
 

The results of MOLD are fed through gzip after being written to disk. Gzip typically 

provides about a 10% space savings on top of MOLD’s. Interestingly enough, gzip only 

compresses a data frame written the original way by 5%, indicating that, on top of 

MOLD reducing output size via its techniques, it has the added benefit of repackaging the 

output data so that the numbers are more self-similar. This is due to the fact that MOLD 

writes out all cluster data together, which tend to be closer together in terms of 

temperature, pressure and velocity than the old method, which simply writes out each 

row at a time. Gzip has a window size of 1024 bytes, so the old method rarely gets parts 

of the same cluster within the same window, resulting in less efficiency than when 

written by MOLD. 

Table 2 shows the performance of MOLD after the results are compressed via gzip, 

both versus the original frame size and versus the original frame size when it too is 

gzipped: 
 

Table 2. As in Table 1, after the MOLD results are run through gzip. “Gzipped 
Compression Ratio” is the new frame size after gzip divided into the old frame size. 
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“Gzipped Compression Ratio vs. Original Gzipped” is the new frame size after gzip 
divided into the old frame size, also gzipped. 
Run Type Gzipped Compression Ratio Gzipped Compression Ratio vs. Original 

Gzipped 
323, no halos 21.2 20.2 
643, no halos 14.9 14.2 
1283, no halos 17.8 16.9 
323, halos 7.9 7.5 
643, halos 3.8 3.6 
1283, halos 2.8 2.6 

As one can see, MOLD’s overall performance is quite good. For typical visualization 

runs, it averages an 18x size decrease compared with the normal method of writing out 

the data arrays. For post-processing runs (i.e., with halos enabled), it manages 

compression ratios between 8-to-1 and 2-to-1. It is quite interesting to observe the impact 

of halos based on array size: they cause a 3-fold decrease in efficiency at 323, 

approximately a 4-fold decrease at 643 and a 9-fold decrease in efficiency at 1283. This is 

due to the fact that halos grow a maximum of only one mesh space out at 323, two spaces 

at 643, but 4 spaces out at 1283. Since halos result in a worst-case (2 x halo size)3 increase 

in the number of marked points, they significantly impact the performance of MOLD at 

1283. 

 

B. Time-Varying Space Savings 

The compression ratio from DISTUF varies from frame to frame, and actually dips 

quite low during its more active frames. Thus, drawing conclusions about the overall 

compression ratio for MOLD depends strongly on what virtual timesteps the simulation is 

actually writing to disk. Tables 1 and 2 above use the standard DISTUF starting and 

ending times to calculate the overall MOLD compression ratio. A more precise answer, 

however, relies on a frame-by-frame analysis of compression ratios. To calculate the 

average compression ratio for any given segment of the simulation, one must take the 
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inverse of the sums of all the compression ratios, divided by the number of timesteps. In 

other words, where L is the starting frame and M is the finishing frame: 
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Here we present the compression ratios for the six primary runs of DISTUF, from 

simulated time T = 2 to 10. For T < 2 and T > 10 the compression ratio is either infinite 

or exceptionally high. 
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Figure 18. Ratio over time 323 with a logarithmic Y axis. The compression ratio is always excellent, 
never dropping below 8-to-1. Average Ratio = 19.4-to-1. 
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Ratio over Time 323 with Halos
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Figure 19. 323 with halos. The compression ratio dips down to 2-to-1. The ratio jitters at the end of 
the run due to the low resolution and the sparseness of interesting points. The jitter is noticeable in 
figure 18 as well, but the halos multiply the effect. Only a few points is enough, with halos, to lower 
the compression ratio from 200-to-1 to 100-to 1. Average Ratio = 7.18-to-1. 
 

Ratio over Time 643 without Halos
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Figure 20. 643 without halos. Even in the worst case, MOLD never fails to compress the dataset less 
than 5-to-1. Average ratio = 13.6-to-1, lower than both 323 and 1283, even though the general trend in 
interesting points is identical. 
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Ratio over Time 643 with Halos
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Figure 21. 643 with halos. During the frames with the highest percentage of interesting data, MOLD 
provides a marginal amount of compression, but the overall compression rate is still high, due to the 
number of frames without interesting data in it. Average ratio = 3.4-to-1.  
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Figure 22. 1283 without halos. This is the most common run for DISTUF. MOLD provides no worse 
than 5-to-1 compression, with an overall ratio of 16.3-to-1 across the entire run, due to the large 
number of frames with small amounts of interesting points in it. 
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Ratio over Time 128^3 with Halos
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Figure 23. 1283 with halos. This is the second most common run for DISTUF. Since the halos multiply 
the number of interesting points up to a factor of 16 times, MOLD would actually expand the dataset 
by a factor of 1.2-to-1 during timesteps 43-71. However, due to the invariant in the code which 
reverts to the old method of writing out the datasets when the compression ratio falls below 1, the 
size on the worst case outputs is capped at what the program was writing before. Overall, MOLD still 
provides a 2.5-to-1 compression ratio, due to the savings in the sparse timesteps. 
 

Figures 18 through 23 illustrate the principle that the simulation calling MOLD must 

be able to discriminate between important and unimportant points, and mark enough 

points as unimportant in order to realize the space savings MOLD provides. Due to the 

physics of the fluid simulation, DISTUF marks nearly 100% of the points as important 

during the second sixth of the timesteps (when halos are on); if it exhibited similar 

behavior during all timesteps, or if it were unable to determine which points were 

interesting, MOLD would provide no space savings. Any other simulation wishing to use 

MOLD must also be able to mark which points are needed for post-processing or 

visualization, or must be willing to accept MOLD running with worst-case behavior. 

Fortunately, DISTUF has enough timesteps where very few of the points are marked as 

important, that even for the worst run MOLD provides a 2.8-to-1 compression ratio. 
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C. Time Cost / Speedup of MOLD 

MOLD causes a simulation to take longer to run in order for it to write less data to 

disk. We aimed for an overhead of 20% over simulation time. We will first study the 

overhead caused by MOLD, and then demonstrate that even though it increases 

simulation time, it provides a system-wide speedup under the Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation model. 

 

C.1. Time Cost 

There are eight timers built into MOLD. Six are for each of the significant tasks that 

MOLD performs, the other two are for measuring the entire running times of MOLD and 

its enclosing program. The timers are: 

Clustering – Time spent performing connected components analysis. O(N). 

Volume Tracking – Time spent performing intersection testing between every pair of 

clusters in two frames. O(N2). 

Halo Calculation – Time spent growing the boundaries of every cluster. O(N4). 

RLE Output – Time spent writing the data to disk. O(1). 

Total Running Time – Total time spent in MOLD. This will be slightly greater than 

the sum of the other timers since there are regions in MOLD not covered by the above. 

Cumulative Distuf Time – Total time spent in DISTUF. 

 
Table 3: Time spent, in seconds, in the various tasks of MOLD and DISTUF at 323, 643, 
and 1283 resolution, when halos are enabled. 

Size 323 643 1283 

Clustering 0.083273 17.876766 243.308960 

Volume Tracking 0.059808 12.460664 891.317810 

Halo Calculation 7.258762 242.774567 14189.905273 
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RLE Output 105.277878 835.639832 9572.795898 

Total Time in MOLD  113.892036 1158.768677 25588.783203 

Total Time in DISTUF 32.699471 5175.117786 51910.410156 

 

C.1.a. 323 Time Cost 

The clustering and volume tracking that MOLD performs occur quickly enough that 

their combined running time can be safely regarded as negligable. The halo calulation, 

being an O(N4) function, requires a significant amount of time to run, even when 

optimized as heavily as it has been. However, it still runs in only a quarter the time that 

DISTUF takes to produce a frame, which is a reasonable overhead. 

The actual writing of the data to disk is the largest cost in the system. Although in 

most systems the output speed cannot be easily increased, MOLD actually uses an I/O 

routine that is about three times slower than it should be (compared with the default I/O 

routine inside DISTUF). It, however, was not optimized since I/O costs only dominate in 

small runs. 

 

C.1.b. 643 Time Cost 

For 643, MOLD only takes up 18% of the overall running time of the system 

(1158/(1158+5175) = .18), which is quite a reasonable overhead for a system which 

includes all disk I/O: not counting I/O, MOLD’s overhead is only 5%. This satisfies the 

requirements analysis presented in Chapter III, Section C. 

Once again, clustering and volume tracking – the core of MOLD – take up negligible 

amounts of time. Haloing takes up 21% of all of MOLD’s running time. I/O again 

dominates with 72% of the total MOLD running time.  
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C.1.c. 1283 Time Cost 

Here we see that for 1283, the most important run size for the domain scientists, that 

the clustering and volume algorithms consume a only 19 minutes out of a total run time 

of 21 hours (i.e., 2% of the total run time), which is quite a reasonable cost for the 

benefits they provide. 

Halo Calculation, being an O(N4) algorithm, dominates the running time of MOLD. 

On runs where Halos are disabled, MOLD runs twice as fast. However, as discussed in 

Chapter IV, Section C.3, haloing is really an operation that is part of DISTUF to tell 

MOLD which points are interesting, and is only included in MOLD since it can perform 

the operation much faster than DISTUF. From the large fraction of time it consumes even 

in MOLD, we consider it a reasonable sacrifice of software engineering principles for 

efficiency. 

As the haloing operation is really part of DISTUF, time spent in it should not be 

considered part of the cost of using MOLD. 

The I/O routines, which on smaller sizes take the most amount of time to run, here are 

reasonably in proportion to the other costs in the system. Optimizing the I/O routine, 

which will triple the speed, will yield a net speedup of only 8%, which we deem 

insignificant enough to ignore. 

Counting I/O time, but not haloing, MOLD counts for 17% of the total system 

running time, which is again very reasonable for the benefits MOLD provides. 

 

C.2. Time Speedup Under The Coupled Model 

We will now revisit the principles for an efficient system under the Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation model (listed in Chapter I, Section B), and see how MOLD 

uses these principles to gain overall system-wide speedup. 
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C.2.a Cycle tradeoff. In a coupled Supercomputer/Workstation system, when one 

assumes the Supercomputer has an order of magnitude greater computing power than the 

workstation, it is preferable to have the supercomputer perform additional computations 

if those computations would otherwise be performed on the workstation.  

Using Silver’s [23] system, all clustering and volume tracking is performed by the 

workstation. Thus, even though the supercomputer is taking longer to perform 

calculations, the overall wall-clock time to perform clustering and volume tracking is 

reduced by an order of magnitude. However, since clustering and volume tracking, at 

1283, only consume about 2% of the overall running time, this design decision grants 

only marginal system-wide speedup. 

C.2.b Memory limitation. Without using MOLD, an entire dataset must be 

downloaded to the workstation, which presents problems both with RAM and hard disk 

limitations. At 10243 resolution – theoretical for this work – a single frame would be 2GB 

in size, which would exceed the main memory limitations of some, though not all, 

visualization workstations, leading to constant paging of data from disk. Additionally, all 

1,200 time steps would take up 2.4 terabytes, which while feasible on supercomputers, is 

beyond the capabilities of most workstations. Though MOLD will not allow a 

workstation to act like a supercomputer, since it compresses the simulation frames it 

allows a workstation to manipulate and render data somewhat in excess of its own 

capabilities. In other words, a workstation might need only half a gigabyte of RAM in 

order to render a dataset without paging, where it would need 2GB before. Or the 

workstation might be able to fit the entire dataset on a 200GB disk, alleviating the need to 

buy several terabytes of disk storage. 

Although the 20-to-1 to 2.5-to-1 compression MOLD provides does help overcome 

these memory limitations, albeit in an incremental fashion – where a few terabytes of 

disk were needed, it can now make do with perhaps half a terabyte – it more importantly 
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repackages the data on the supercomputer’s disk, allowing the domain scientists to only 

download the data they are going to render. A fairly common operation for the DISTUF 

domain scientists is to isolate a single cluster, track it forwards and backwards through 

time (in essence creating a 4-dimensional slice of data to be looked at) and then 

visualizing. Without MOLD, the scientist would have to download every time step and 

crop out the uninteresting regions before rendering. With MOLD, the user only 

downloads and renders the regions he is expressly interested in. In other words, the user 

can now perform server-side filtering of the dataset, allowing the workstation to 

manipulate and render datasets that would not otherwise fit in its memory. 

Since, in general, heavily paged memory is about three orders of magnitude slower 

than normal data resident in RAM – even faster if the data is small enough to fit onto a 

cache – MOLD will allow operations on small subsections of overly large datasets to run 

approximately 1,000 times faster. 

C.2.c Network limitation. The network connection between the workstation and 

supercomputer under the Coupled model is a primary bottleneck. For the domain 

scientists working at the San Diego Supercomputer Center, the network connection 

between the Sun HPC Cluster and the visualization workstation is a 100Mb/s link. Given 

an actual peak bandwidth of 4MB/s, transmitting an entire 1283 dataset (9.6 GB) takes 41 

minutes. With 2.6-to-1 compression at 1283, the download time is reduced to 16 minutes. 

With halos off, the compression ratio increases to 17.8-to-1, dropping the download time 

to about 2 minutes. However, since the data only needs to be downloaded to the 

workstation once, a one-time 40 minute penalty is not significant, especially given the 2 

day running time of DISTUF. 

When moving to larger datasets, though, the benefits become more clear. A full 10243 

dataset takes up 2.5TB. Assuming the workstation has room, this would take 11.5 days to 

transfer. Perhaps a more likely destination would be tape backup, which typically have a 
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peak bandwidth of about 1MB/s, but at more than a month to transfer, even tape backup 

of a dataset of this size is infeasible. If, at 10243, the compression ratio from MOLD is 

16-to-1 (which is a reasonable guess for a run without halos), this will reduce 

transmission time from 11 days to 16 hours, which is quite significant, given that a 

parallel run of that magnitude will take approximately 3 days to run, yielding a speedup 

(not counting visualization time) of (11 days + 3 days)/(16 hours +3 days) = 386%. 

MOLD performs even better with server-side filtering: when the user can tell the 

server which specific subset of the data he will be visualizing, the system avoids 

needlessly transmitting large amounts of data. For DISTUF, a common post-processing 

operation is to select a particularly interesting cluster, track it forwards and backwards in 

time, and compute various quantities across all the clusters’ data. In essence, the user 

selects a 4-dimensional slice out of the dataset, and restricts all of his operations to that 

slice. A typical 4-D slice is about 1/10,000th of the total data in a dataset; transmission of 

one of these slices of a 10243 dataset would take approximately 96 seconds. Thus, one 

can interactively visualize and post-process data which would otherwise require over a 

week to transfer. 

The penalty for using MOLD is that it takes up about a third of the overall running 

time on the supercomputer. However, given the significant time savings from network 

transmission alone, it pays for itself, even without considering the benefits it provides 

through clustering, volume tracking, and server-side filtering. 

 

D. Previewing 

A side-effect of performing clustering is that it generates a list of bounding boxes 

within each timestep. This can be used by a domain scientist to “preview” the frame, 

showing by rough outline the size, density, and location of clusters. Since the list of 

clusters within a dataset is on the order of kilobytes to a few megabytes in size, a scientist 
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can quickly download the mapfile containing all the frames’ information, and within 

seconds have an overview of the entire simulation. The clusters will appear to be no more 

than rectangular solids, but it does show at a glance if there are any unusual structures in 

a frame. In some runs of DISTUF, for example, there are frames where a single cluster 

occupies almost the entire simulated cube of water. By previewing, a scientist can 

quickly locate this cluster without having to perform a complete visualization. 

Previewing is the first mechanism a domain scientist uses to perform server-side 

filtering. It allows the scientist to determine, in absence of any prior knowledge of what 

the dataset looks like, to single out and isolate 4-dimensional slices of the dataset. 

Without previewing, the scientist would have to have knowledge of what the simulation 

is supposed to look like, or perform some sort of numerical analysis while the simulation 

is running, to specify clusters for server-side filtering. 

Other data reduction systems actually use previewing as their primary mechanism for 

managing large datasets. One approach is to store successively lower-resolution versions 

of a dataset using an octree [14] which  recursively subsamples a dataset, optimizing for 

accuracy, until an error threshold is reached. Then, an end user can view an entire dataset 

at low resolution, and interactively zoom in and out on regions of interest, allowing a 

terabyte-sized database to be viewed a few hundreds of megabytes at a time. 

Another approach involves the work of UNC Chapel Hill’s Walkthrough Project [25]. 

They divide large datasets into small cubes, and prerender the view from all six sides. 

Then, when they visualize the entire dataset, they only render the portion of the dataset 

nearest the camera, and pull up the prerendered images for the rest, using image warping 

techniques to make the images look perspective-correct. This approach allows a user to 

interactively walk through a dataset of arbitrary size, while only dealing with the nearest 

few megabytes of geometry. 
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The Walkthrough Project approach has the downside, however, of creating an 

intersection of concerns between the software which generates a dataset and the software 

which renders it for the end user. Looking at this under the context of the Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation model, the supercomputer will be performing rendering, a 

task previously reserved for the workstation. From a software engineering point of view, 

this is bad design, especially since it means that the workstation will not have any control 

over its own rendering. It cannot, for example, choose which threshold to set isosurface 

generation at, limiting the utility of the overall system. As long as the end user only has 

one way of rendering a dataset, though, the approach works well. 

While previewing is indeed a useful tool, under the context of the Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation model the primary goal of a data reduction system should be 

to send as little data as possible across the network bottleneck. Constructing a recursively 

subsampled octree, or prerendering a dataset while still retaining the full data, will cause 

the total dataset size to become larger than the original – a 25% expansion for the octree 

method and a variable amount for prerendering, depending on the granularity of the 

regions to prerender. Additionally, since about half the operations performed by the 

domain scientist on the DISTUF datasets are post-processing computations, previewing 

data in this case will only present an additional overhead. 

More importantly, the domain scientists working with DISTUF have no need to 

interactively move their datasets. They always visualize at full resolution, although they 

may choose to not render all the clusters within a frame. 

Thus, previewing is a useful mechanism for domain scientists using MOLD, but not 

in the same sense as for other data management schemes. Where the other schemes use 

previewing as a method by which to accelerate exploration of large datasets, MOLD 

ignores exploration, and instead uses it to facilitate a reduction in data flowing through 
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the system. Where other systems use previewing to increase rendering speed, MOLD 

uses previewing to increase system speed. 

 

E. Discussion 

Even if we only think of MOLD as a compression engine, it is still a successful piece 

of software. It provides 2.8-to-1 to 21-to-1 compression on datasets that are almost 

uncompressible otherwise; datasets that when compressed via gzip only get 1.1-to-1 

compression, at best. MOLD does particularly well, though, when considered under the 

context of the Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation model of computing. 

Coupled systems are interesting to study since they can yield better performance than 

either a supercomputer or workstation working alone (see Chapter II), provided the 

various bottlenecks inherent in the systems are resolved. As we discussed in Section C, 

MOLD succeeds at solving the problems associated with the Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation model. It reduces memory requirements, minimizes the 

network bottleneck, and enables server-side filtering. 

As a practical example, we consider one of the domain scientists’ most common 

operations – a visualization run at 1283. Normally, DISTUF’s output would be 9.6GB for 

a run of this size, which would take 40 minutes to transfer to the visualization 

workstation. When using MOLD, however, the output is only 600MB, which takes only 

2.5 minutes to transfer – and perhaps more importantly, can be held on a single CDROM. 

This is important to the domain scientists; where before they had to either use a slow tape 

archive or split the dataset across 10 CDROMs, they can now fit the entire dataset on a 

single disc. This makes the entire system much more convenient and usable from their 

point of view, which is ultimately the goal of MOLD. 

 



CHAPTER VI 

Future Work 

 

A. Checkpointing 

A possible future development path for MOLD would be to turn it into a 

checkpointing engine, so that it could get additional compression. The idea would be to 

write frames less frequently to disk, and then regenerate data points on the fly when 

requested by the visualization workstation. This would give large space savings, but 

would come at the cost of slower access to data in between checkpointed frames, as the 

simulation would have to be re-run. It is possible that for exceptionally large datasets – 

100TB and above – this might be the only feasible way to save the data at all. 

Although coding would be needed to explore this idea, MOLD, via its ability to write 

out arbitrary data passed in via the calling program, can already serve as a primitive 

checkpointer for programs which can resume operation based solely on data arrays. 

Although there are no function calls, as such, to perform checkpointing, the current calls 

should suffice provided the calling application can pack its state data into a data array. 

For a sample checkpointing/compression run, the following could happen: 

1) The calling program makes calls to MOLD as normal, except it disables output 

from MOLD, except once for every 20 times it called before. This will ensure that 

volume tracking will still work, but will save immensely on hard drive space. 

2) Every 20 frames, MOLD writes out the normal data, as well as the checkpointing 

data, which should not be large compared with the normal datasets. 

3) The end user then can visualize the output from MOLD as normal. Volume 

tracking and clustering will span across the 20-frame gap. In essence, the user will be 

visualizing a once-every-20-frames view of the data. 
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4) If the user wishes to have more information on what is happening between any two 

frames during a post-processing operation, he makes a request to the checkpointing 

system. 

5) The checkpointer restarts the simulation at the last checkpoint file, re-runs the 

simulation up to the point the end user requested, writes out a new MOLD file, and 

transmits it to the client. 

Thus, by trading off increased latency for visualization and post-processing 

operations, the datasets written from a calling operation can be reduced by an arbitrary 

factor (in this example, 20). When datasets are many terabytes in size, this method will 

yield an enormous savings. 

MOLD already has most of the capabilities in place to do this, though it is not 

currently being used as a checkpointer or as a system which performs volume tracking 

without actually writing data. Thus, some minor modifications would have to be made to 

test this new idea; the most work to implement this will probably be on the simulation’s 

end, getting it to be able to write and reload its state data to disk. DISTUF does 

something similar to this already, in the form of its restart files, so it is possible that it 

will not take too much work to modify. 

The downside to this new “Checkpointing as compression” concept is that it 

somewhat breaks the model we are working with in the design of MOLD: that of a fast, 

high-latency supercomputer generating datasets and a slower, low-latency workstation 

performing visualizations, leveraging each other for overall speedup. Using this 

checkpointing system, the workstation will become as high latency as the supercomputer, 

since it will have to wait on the queue-delay of the supercomputer while it recomputes 

parts of a run. It will only maintain our current model when the end user primarily 

concerns himself with the 1-every-20 frames of data, and only occasionally makes 

requests to the supercomputer for inter-frame information. 
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Though it breaks our current model, this approach may be the only way to 

realistically manage datasets that are too large, even for MOLD. It is a different tactic for 

a different model of computing, and as such, is outside the scope of this thesis. 

 

B. Parallel MOLD 

A successor to MOLD has already been proposed. Unnamed as of yet, it will be a 

parallelized version of MOLD. When ready, it will be available at the KeLP web site 

[20]. 

Currently, MOLD is a serial code, which is capable of being run concurrently on 

multiple nodes of a parallel system. Each node, from KDISTUF for example, currently 

performs clustering and volume tracking separately on its own segment of the dataset. 

The output is locally correct, but since some clusters will span processor boundaries, 

the post-processor must reconcile all the individual MOLD outputs to make them 

globally correct; i.e. it must make sure that processor 1’s “Cluster 12” has the same 

global name as processor 2’s “Cluster 16” which lies adjacent to 12 across the processor 

boundary. This would not be too hard to implement, but would add complexity to the 

code the domain scientists must maintain. The new MOLD will do this for the scientists, 

so the output from a parallel run will look the same as for a serial run, letting a post-

processor written for the serial version of MOLD work automatically with the parallel 

version. 

MOLD’s running time should also improve, by virtue of it being parallelized.  

 

 

 



CHAPTER VII 

Related Work 

 

A. Rutgers  

The most closely related research to this thesis is the work done by Silver and Wang 

at Rutgers University [23, 24, 26]. They work with fluid dynamics applications very 

similar to DISTUF, and have several projects already completed that cluster and track 

turbulent vortex structures. 

Silver’s group is primarily interested in making the results of computational fluid 

dynamics codes easier to understand. From the abstract of “Tracking and Visualizing 

Turbulent 3D Features” [23]: 
Visualizing 3D time-varying fluid datasets is difficult 
because of the immense amount of data to be processed and 
understood. These datasets contain many evolving 
amorphous regions, and it is difficult to observe patterns 
and visually follow regions of interest. In this paper we 
present a technique which isolates and tracks full volume 
representations of regions of interest from 3D regular and 
curvilinear Computational Fluid Dynamics datasets. 

MOLD is based loosely on their system to make visualizing these sorts of datasets 

easier: they, also, group close points into clusters, and then track them through time, 

using intersection of points from one frame to the next as the mechanism to determine 

which clusters are the same. Their clustering and volume tracking strategies ultimately 

lead to a system where an end user can visualize a dataset, select an area containing 

interesting bits of data, have the system select all clusters within the region, and then 

visualize these clusters – and no others – through time. They succeed quite well at 

making a system which augments the discovery of knowledge through more intelligent 

visualizations. 
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It is important to note that MOLD’s goals are orthogonal to Silver’s. Silver wishes to 

make visualizations more meaningful; MOLD wishes to compress enormous datasets and 

improve system-wide performance under the Coupled Supercomputer/Workstation 

model. Although MOLD does provide clustering and volume tracking services which 

have been used by domain scientists to better understand their datasets, MOLD does so 

incidentally, in order to get handles on otherwise unmanageable datasets. MOLD’s 

clustering service was developed not to allow a user visualizing a dataset to select groups 

of points at a time, but rather so that a user can download the data for a specific cluster, 

and not any others – a great speedup under the Coupled model when working with small 

fractions of a dataset. 

MOLD does provide volume tracking services to allow a person visualizing a dataset 

to dynamically filter out what is being viewed, but more importantly, it provides a high-

level roadmap to the entire results of the simulation. This has several implications under 

the Coupled model: an end user can preview an enormous dataset by just downloading 

the roadmap, allowing him to see a rough outline days before the full dataset would be 

finished downloaded, and the high-level view of the dataset allows a user to perform 

server-side filtering, by letting the user select exactly which fraction of all clusters he 

wishes to work with. 

The source code in MOLD is completely different from Silver’s work, although the 

concept of “events” and the “dependency web” in volume tracking did influence the 

design of MOLD. Silver’s work uses octrees as the primary mechanism for feature 

extraction and volume tracking; MOLD uses hash tables for everything. The Silver work 

also runs solely on the visualization workstation, augmenting AVS and providing better 

visualization services. MOLD, on the other hand, sits on the server side, compressing and 

filtering datasets so that the system will work much faster under the Coupled 

Supercomputer/Workstation model. 
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Finally, it is important to note that Silver’s criteria for volume tracking turned out to 

be insufficient for DISTUF’s needs. This criteria, as discussed in Chapter IV, Section 

C.2, is: if any cluster in the first frame shares a single interesting point with a cluster in 

the second frame, the two clusters are considered to be the same. This has the unfortunate 

side effect, with DISTUF, of creating a number of spurious dependencies between 

unrelated clusters [10]. The domain scientist ended up refining the criteria by 

incorporating fluid dynamics into the post-processor, which now rejects any movement or 

splitting of a cluster that is impossible due to physics. 

 

 



CHAPTER VIII 

Conclusion 

 

MOLD is an I/O library which is designed to tie in with high-resolution scientific 

simulations in order to manage the excessive amounts of data they produce. It provides 

clustering, volume-tracking, and RLE compression services, providing both functionality 

and reduced dataset size to the end user. 

In this thesis we focus on DISTUF, a turbulent flow simulator whose output becomes 

unmanageably large during high-accuracy runs. The domain scientists working with 

DISTUF are primarily concerned with overturn regions, a physical phenomenon which 

manifests as small and easily identifiable structures within the datasets. These structures, 

when isolated, only take up approximately 10% of the total dataset. An important 

characteristic of overturn regions is that they exhibit strong temporal and spatial locality, 

and that they are the only part of the datasets that will be used after the simulation has 

finished. 

MOLD exploits these properties in order to make the saved datasets smaller and 

easier to manage: the fact that the post-processor will never need data outside these 

overturn regions allows us to discard the lion’s share of the points in a dataset. The 

temporal and spatial locality properties are used by the clustering and volume tracking 

modules in MOLD to allow a user to deal with the interesting data at a high-level, and to 

enable server-side filtering, a powerful concept which can dramatically improve the 

speed of a system when the dataset and post-procesing engine are located on two separate 

machines. 

The net result of MOLD’s improvements is that the domain scientists are able to 

perform interactive analyses of a dataset that were difficult before [10]. By compressing 
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the datasets and improving the speed of the overall system, MOLD enables the discovery 

of new knowledge. 

 
 

 



Appendix A 

Code Manual 

A. MOLD interface 

This chapter is targetted at users of MOLD who wish to use, modify or understand the 

code. All code listings are held in Appendix B. 

At a high level, MOLD works as follows: a simulation passes in by function call a 

regular mesh of data points annotated with which points are interesting. MOLD then 

groups the interesting points into clusters, tracks the clusters through time, and outputs 

the data in an run-length encoded (RLE) format. When the simulation is finished running, 

it notifies MOLD via another function call, which causes all data held in RAM to get 

flushed to disk. 

 

MOLD as a package has a simple interface: 

 

 

 

 

External API: 
void mold_ (int *array, float *data1, float 

*data2, float *data3, float *data4, int *halo, int 
*size, int *ishift) 

void finalize_ () 

To a user of the package, he merely calls the mold_() function for every frame of data 

he wants MOLD to manage. When he is finished running his simulation, he calls 

finalize_() to tell MOLD to flush everything to disk and free up memory. The 

underscores follow the function names so that they are callable from Fortran as well as 

C/C++. 

The parameters are as follows: 

�� int* array – this is a three-dimensional integer array containing a bitmask of 

which data points are interesting. In other words, if data point (3,9,2) is interesting, 

then array[3][9][2] will be TRUE. This is the threshold array. 
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�� float *data1 – this is a three dimensional float array holding the actual data that 

needs to be written to disk. It must have a 1-to-1 correspondance with the threshold 

array, as to what data is marked important. 

�� float *data2 – as above. Another data field that needs to be written to disk. 

�� float *data3 – as above. Another data field that needs to be written to disk. 

�� float *data4 – as above. If an application needs different numbers of arrays to be 

written, these must be modified. 

�� int *halo – an integer, passed in by reference so that Fortran may call MOLD. 

Halos are explained in detail below. 

�� int* size – an integer, passed in by reference. This is the size of all the arrays used 

by MOLD, measured along one dimension. In other words, if all arrays were 323, this 

number would be 32. Although it is customary for programs to use array sizes of 

powers of 2, MOLD will deal with any array size up to the maximum: currently 2563, 

but can go higher for a slight loss of hard drive space. 

�� int* ishift – an integer, passed in by reference. This contains the parameter to 

control the shear-periodic boundary condition used by DISTUF. When using a 

program that uses a regular periodic mesh, set ishift to 0. Ishift is explained in greater 

detail below.  

 

The HALO Parameter 

Halos are the number of points of context around an “interesting” point that need to 

be written to disk so that the postprocessor has enough data to perform the necessary 

differential calculations. The halo parameter contains the maximum size of the halos 

allowed to be written to disk – the actual halo size of any given cluster is based on the 

fractional size of the dataset that it takes up (this algorithm is explained in the internals 
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section below). Setting the halo parameter to zero disables halos. An example of haloing 

can be seen in Figure 15 in Chapter IV, Section C.3. 

Haloing is necessary for postprocessing the results of DISTUF, since it calculates 

gradient quantities (which require neighboring points), but might not be needed for other 

applications, or for runs where the results will only be used for visualization. In these 

cases, the halo parameter should be set to zero. 

A negative ramification of halos is that the dataset written to disk becomes much 

larger. In the example above, with the threshold array containing a single point and halo 

== 3, the threshold array ends up with 25 times as many points marked for writing to disk 

as before. We apply several techniques to reduce the number of points that get marked 

interesting, but in a real 3D dataset, the percentage of points that need to be written to 

disk increase from 10%-20% to 60-80% with haloing turned on. Thus, we recommend 

disabling the haloing feature unless the postprocessor absolutely has to have it.  

 

The ISHEAR Parameter 

Unlike normal periodic boundary conditions, where going off the top simply takes 

you to the bottom, a shear periodic boundary creates a warp of the mesh of the array to 

account for the shear-stratified flow, so that moving off the top of the array takes you to 

the bottom of the array, and shifted right by a number of points. This is necessary for 

DISTUF because points of the water at the top of the mesh will be moved left a fixed 

number of points, and points at the bottom will be moved right – in order for MOLD to 

continue to track them, it has to know which points should be treated as neighbors of 

each other, which is thus passed in as int* ishift. An example of how this affects the mesh 

follows: 
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Figure 24. An array with a normal periodic 
boundary condition: iterating off the top of the 
array returns to the bottom of the array in the 
same column. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 25. An array with a shear-periodic 
boundary condition: iterating off the top of the 
array will access memory at the bottom, shifted 
left or right by a fixed amount. The amount it 
shifts changes every frame. 

 

 

 

 

 
Ishift -5 

Ishift -5 

From a software engineering point of view, the ishift feature is poor design, because it 

involves a subroutine knowing about the general structure of the calling program, but 

there is essentially no other way for MOLD to be able to track clusters across boundaries 

for DISTUF correctly, one of the requirements. For other applications which do not use 

shear-periodic boundary conditions, setting ishift to zero will reset MOLD to the default 

behavior, which is to treat the input arrays as normal, non-warped, meshes. 
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B. Adapting MOLD to a New Simulation 

This section is for any programmer wishing to use MOLD to improve the 

performance of his simulation in a Coupled Supercomputer-Workstation environment. 

Modifying a program to work with MOLD is not difficult – as seen in the section above, 

the API only has two function calls. However, a bit of work might go into setting the 

parameters correctly, and verifying that the results are correct. The steps to get MOLD 

working with a new system are as follows: 

1) Port the code. MOLD is written using standard C++, but does not use ANSI C++ 

since, ironically enough, the ANSI standard has less support on most platforms. There are 

a few non-critical system-specific functions, such as the timers and compiler flags, but 

with a little bit of work it should be buildable on any UNIX-like system. It currently 

works on the Sun, Alpha, Linux and SGI Origin platforms. 

2) Modify the API to take the appropriate number of parameters. Currently DISTUF 

passes in 5 arrays to MOLD. The first is the threshold array, which contains a bitmask of 

what points are interesting or not. The next four are all data arrays, which contain 

DISTUF-specific data that MOLD knows nothing about. If a new application needs to 

save a different number of data arrays to disk, the number of data arrays in the mold() 

interface function and the code body needs to be correspondingly modified. This could 

have been implemented using varargs, but it would have complicated the code for a 

marginal benefit in end-user programming time. 

3) Have the simulation code call MOLD. For DISTUF, this was simply a matter of 

replacing a for-loop that output the data with a function call to MOLD. In Fortran, the 

code looks like: Call Mold(ITEMPWR,VEL1,VEL2,VEL3,DENS,4,NO,ISHIFT). Notice 

the lack of an underscore after the name – that is how Fortran mangles symbols so that it 

knows they are functions. From C, the function call is Mold_(…). From C++, it is extern 

“C” { Mold_ (…) }. 
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4) Link MOLD in with the new code. MOLD can be built either as a library or as a 

set of object files which link in with the simulation executable; MOLD is not a separate 

program, but a function call. 

After this, the program will be outputting MOLD-encoded documents to disk. These 

files may either be cached on the supercomputer’s disk or be transferred wholesale to the 

workstation. 

5) Write a Postprocessor. After the files are on the workstation, a program needs to 

be written to parse them. MOLD writes out two kinds of metadata files (mapfile and 

metaX.gz) which tell the postprocessor where on disk to locate the actual cluster 

information that is being looked for. Thus, in order to retrieve information from cluster 9 

from Run_2, one must do the following: 

1. Enter the simulation/MOLD/Run_2 directory. 

2. Scan the mapfile for cluster 9 to see which Frame it is within. The mapfile 

looks like this: 
… 
Frame: 0000000002 

     Cluster 0000000009: Size 0000000108 
         (00054,00058) (00052,00065) (00000,00004) 
     Children: 0000000019 
     Parents: 0000000001 

… 

Thus, Cluster 9 is located within Frame 2. 

3. Gunzip the corresponding Frame and Meta files: Frame2.gz and Meta2.gz. 

Alternatively, one can use the gzip routines found in the GNU zlib library [28] 

to directly read the files while leaving them compressed on disk. It uses stdio-

like routines for the reading and writing: gzopen(), gzprintf(), etc.  

4. Read from the Meta2 file the location of the cluster in the frame file. A meta 

file is an ASCII file that looks like: 
… 
Cluster 8: 00000 
Cluster 9: 00764 
Cluster 10: 01942 
Cluster 11: 24412 
… 
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Frame files hold all the clusters from one frame together, in order to keep 

thousands of files from being created. Meta files hold indexes into the frame 

file, listing the starting point of each cluster inside. In this case, the starting 

point for Cluster 9, is 00764. 

5. Fseek() in the Frame file to the given offset, and read in the RLE-encoded 

data. The RLE format is as follows: 

 
Table 4. Size, name, and significance of bytes in a MOLD file. 
Bytes Name Purpose 
2 startZ The z coordinate of the plane we are currently writing to disk 
4 pointsZ The number of interesting points on this plane 
2 startY The y coordinate of the row we are currently writing 
2 pointsY The number of interesting points in this row 
2 startX The x coordinate of the start of the run  
1 type The type of all points in this run. 1 == halo, 2 == interesting 
1 pointsX The number of interesting points in this run 
16 data The actual simulation data for a point 

 All the values are unsigned, except for the actual simulation data itself. The 

format is recursive. So if a plane contains multiple rows with interesting data, MOLD 

will output startZ and pointsZ once, followed by startY, pointsY, and everything else for 

that row, followed by another startY, pointy and all the data for that row. 

Z = 13 

Y=4, X =5-5 

Y=3, X =3-5 

Y=2, X =2-6 

Y=1, X =5-5 Figure 26. The same input as figure 17. 
There is only one plane within this cluster, 
which contains 4 rows of interesting data. 
Each row contains one run. 

 A sample cluster to be RLE-encoded might look like the following: 
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 In this example, the encoder would output exactly the following, in binary, to the 

Frame file: 

 
“Z = 13” (two bytes), “10 points are on this plane” (4 bytes), 
“Y = 1” (2 bytes), “1 point in this row” (2 bytes), “X = 5” (2 

bytes), “Type = 2” (1 byte), “Run length = 1” (1 byte), <data> (16 
bytes), 

“Y = 2” (2 bytes), “5 points in this row” (2 bytes), “X = 2” (2 
bytes), “Type = 2” (1 byte), “Run length = 5” (1 byte), <data x 5> (80 
bytes), 

“Y = 3” (2 bytes), “3 points in this row” (2 bytes), “X = 3” (2 
bytes), “Type = 2” (1 byte), “Run length = 3” (1 byte), <data x 3> (48 
bytes), 

“Y = 4” (2 bytes), “1 point in this row” (2 bytes), “X = 5” (2 
bytes), “Type = 2” (1 byte), “Run length = 1” (1 byte), <data> (16 
bytes). 

Total Size: 198 bytes. 

 

Naturally, if the size of the array increases, the bytes given will be insufficient to 

represent all the needed points. MOLD fails gracefully if any of the limits are exceeded. 

 
Table 5. Hardcoded limits in MOLD. 
Name Limit Comment 
Maximum Array Size 2 bytes, or 

65536 
For the purposes of DISTUF, this limit 
will never be reached, but other 
simulations could conceivably use meshes 
of this size or greater. 

Maximum Types 1 byte, or 256 DISTUF only outputs two types of points. 
Maximum Points in a Plane 
(pointsZ) 

4 bytes, or 
4294967296 

A 10243 array can only have a maximum 
of 1048576 points per plane, so using 4 
bytes is slightly wasteful, but startZ is 
output very infrequently compared to 
pointsX, so the loss is negligible. 

Maximum Points in a Row 
(pointsY) 

2 bytes, or 
65536 

A 10243 array can hold 1024 interesting 
points in a row, so 2 bytes are needed. 

Maximum Points in a Run 
(pointsX) 

1 byte, or 256. This limit is the most likely one to be 
tripped when moving to array sizes greater 
than 256. (An assertation failure will be 
tripped if more than 256 points are output) 
However, keeping this number to 1 byte 
greatly improves the efficiency of the RLE 
algorithm, as it is output more than any 
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other number besides StartX and Type. 

 

C. Code Guide 

This section will describe the actual code itself; this is targeted at users of MOLD 

who wish to modify, extend, or understand the source code. Each subsection will cover 

one of the .C files. All source listings are in Appendix A. 

As a general note, MOLD was programmed in a hybrid of C and C++, using 

procedural calls for all the external and utility functions, but class method calls and 

accessors for all operations on encapsulated data. MOLD does not use constructors, 

destructors or operators, preferring explicit function calls over implicit behavior. This 

design style has the benefit of minimizing side-effects, eliminating code being run from 

expressions, and giving the programmer greater control over the initialization of his 

objects, in case he needs to, for example, set up circular dependencies between objects 

being created, something that is impossible to do via constructors alone. 

 

C.1. Main.C 

The major Functions in Main.C: 

External Interface: 
void mold_ (…) The entry point to MOLD from the calling program 
void finalize_ () This causes MOLD to flush its data to disk and unallocate memory. 
 
Internal Interface: 
Frame *one_frame() The heart of the code. It takes as input one simulation frame. It calls 
functions to perform the clustering, volume tracking and RLE output, then returns a Frame 
data object which holds all the information on clusters and volume tracking. 
void recursivemark(int i, int j, int k, int mark,Cluster *clust) The clustering algorithm 
void output_tracking() Writes the volume tracking data to disk 
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C.1.a. Mold_() Mold_() (lines 90-218) is the main function for the program. The 

calling simulation program invokes mold_() every time it has a frame of data ready to 

write to disk. This need not be every timestep in the simulation – DISTUF typically 

writes only one out of eight timesteps to disk. 

Mold_() performs the following functions, in order: creates a MOLD subdirectory 

(lines 96-105), verifies the input parameters are valid, allocates memory, initializes 

timers, runs the clustering and RLE algorithms (line 157), maintains the volume tracking 

data structure (lines 164-176), checkpoints the volume tracking data every 5 frames (lines 

186-190), then finally outputs all timing information for the current frame to the console 

file. It does not return a value. If an error occurs, it stops the entire program, including the 

simulation. 

C.1.b. Error Macros The error handling code is in lines 54-61, which hold the fail() 

and pfail() macros. They are used for cleanly dying from anywhere in the source code, 

with an error message written to the console file. Fail() simply writes a message and 

exits, whereas pfail() – used after an error in a syscall – prints out both a user-defined 

message and a system-defined one for the specific failure. 

C.1.c. Globals The globals in Main.C (Lines 23-54) marked static are used only by 

Main.C; the others are shared with the entire package. Most lines are self-explanatory, 

being either global arrays, parameters, timers or counters. However, line 54: “static 

hrtime_t totaldistuftime;”, is a special case. It is a timer that measures all time outside of 

MOLD. It starts counting when MOLD returns, and stops when MOLD is invoked again. 

The more understandable globals include: thresh_array (an integer array passed in by 

DISTUF, holding TRUE if a point is interesting, FALSE otherwise), data*_array (a float 

array holding all the DISTUF-specific data that needs to be written to disk), 

thresh_array_size (the length of one side of thresh_array, or the data arrays). Globals for 

thresh_array and the data arrays are pointers into DISTUF. MOLD does not allocate them 
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itself. The temp_array is a scratch array allocated and used by MOLD to hold the cluster 

number at every point. Ishift holds the DISTUF-supplied parameter for how much the 

mesh should be warped on a shear-periodic boundary – every time an iterator moves off 

the top of the array, it moves ishift steps to the left in the mesh (see chapter IV for 

details).  

C.1.d. One_frame() The next major function in Main.C is one_frame (lines 224-

387). It generates a “Frame” data object which is a logical representation of all the data 

passed in during the current invocation. One_frame() builds the Frame object by running 

the clustering algorithm (lines 241-272): the clustering algorithm returns a series of 

Cluster objects, which end up as a linked list inside of the current Frame. After the Frame 

object is built, the one_frame() function outputs all the Clusters to disk (lines 274-384). It 

will usually use the RLE algorithm, but if it estimates (lines 276-298) that an RLE output 

would be less efficient than a normal one, it will use the default writer instead. This 

prevents MOLD’s compression ration from ever dropping below 1-to-1. When the output 

is finished, it returns the Frame object to mold_(), which then performs volume tracking 

on it and the previous frame (line 172). 

C.1.e. Finalize_() When the calling simulation is finished running, it is required to 

call finalize_() (lines 64-87). If it does not, there is a very good chance that some of the 

data will not get flushed to disk, and subsequently lost – MOLD only checkpoints its data 

every 5th iteration. 

When finalize_() is called, it does three things: dumps the volume tracking data to 

disk (line 72), closes its one file descriptor (line 77), and frees up all allocated memory 

(lines 78-85). After finalize_() is called, MOLD is finished running; invoking the mold_() 

algorithm again will yield undefined results – theoretically no simulation data will be 

lost, but the console file (the file that holds the standard output of MOLD), will be 

overwritten. 
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C.1.f. Recursivemark() This function (lines 390-458) is a non-parallelized recursive 

clustering routine, which in one function call finds all points connected to the current one 

and marks them with the passed-in cluster number. The way it works is simple: a calling 

function (usually one_frame()) finds an interesting point, passes in its location and what it 

should be named, and recursivemark() recursively looks left, right, up, down, in and out 

for adjacent interesting points, and marks them with the name cluster number. When all 

the recursive calls have finished, all points in the cluster will be marked. 

While the recursive marking is happening, it maintains the maximum and minimum 

values for x, y and z it has found in the cluster. These 3 pairs, which are its bounding box, 

are stored within the Cluster object which serves as the context for the current call of 

recursivemark().  

There is actually a second recursivemark function: recursivemark_wrap() (lines 466-

518). It is used when we are iterating outside of the normal 0 to N-1 space of the mesh, 

due to a periodic boundary condition. Since all array accesses are done via a macro such 

as thresh_array_value(i,j,k)  (line 683) – so that Fortran arrays may be accessed in the 

same style as C arrays, and to provide dynamic 3D meshes in C – these macros have been 

optimized to assume that the numbers passed in are valid array indices. There is a second 

set of macros, such as thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j,k) (line 685) which accept any integer 

as an array index, but due to the multiple divisions they perform, are noticeably slower 

than the standard ones. We optimized the recursivemark array by having it only use the 

faster array macros, but detecting when it iterates across a boundary, and then switching 

over to the recursivemark_wrap() function so all array accesses stay within bounds. The 

converse is true as well: when recursivemark_wrap() notices it has gone positive for all of 

(x,y,z), it switches back over to recursivemark(). This optimization doubles the speed of 

the clustering algorithm. 
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C.1.g. Output_tracking().  Output_tracking() (lines 567-590) is a function which 

iterates along the linked list of Clusters within each Frame of the linked list of Frames, 

and outputs their volume tracking data in numerical (by cluster number) order to the 

mapfile file, in a format described in Chapter V, part B above. It uses two helper 

functions: recursive_output() (lines 520-558), to quickly sort the clusters into numeric 

order (they are normally stored greatest to least), and histogram_output() (lines 560-565) 

to print a simple histogram of the cluster sizes found in the current frame. This histogram 

is often useful for a domain scientist, since it allows one to quickly look at comparative 

cluster sizes in a frame, without having to go through an entire postprocessing or 

visualization step. 

C.1.h Miscellany. There are a number of miscellaneous functions in Main.C. 

Calc_run_number() (lines 592-607), for example, calculates how many times MOLD has 

been run (ever) by looking at the files inside of the MOLD directory. It tries to stat() 

directories named “Run_1”, “Run_2”, etc. until an error is thrown by the syscall, 

meaning that that number is open and available. Print_array() (lines 609-621) is a 

debugging routine used to dump the given array, in ASCII, to a passed in file descriptor. 

If one’s terminal is large enough to view an entire row without word-wrapping, the 

output of this routine is a cheap alternative to graphical rendering. 

The array-indexing functions (623-697) are used to project 3-dimensional coordinates 

onto 1-dimensional ones. The C programming language has restricted support for multi-

dimensional arrays, so by using fast, inlined functions we can work around the 

language’s limitations. They also allow us, if needed, to convert C’s row major format 

into Fortran’s column major, or to allow indices outside of array bounds to be treated as 

wrapped-around. There are fast macros (such as thresh_array_value) that only accept 

valid array indices from 0 to N-1, and slower ones which take any value (such as 

thresh_array_value_wrap). See section C.1.f. as to why there are two sets of macros. For 
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each array macro, there is one version that returns a value (such as thresh_array_value), 

and one that returns a reference (thresh_array_elem), so that the data in the array may be 

modified. Generally, thresh_array_value() is used when on the right hand side of an 

expression, and thresh_array_elem() is used on the left side. There are similar macros for 

accessing all of the arrays in MOLD. 

 

C.2. Frame.C 

The Frame object holds all the information MOLD needs to know about a frame. It is 

a simple container object. It holds a pointer to a linked list of all Clusters within the 

frame, a 2-dimensional hash table (see Hash2D.C) – which lets us quickly perform 

intersection testing on the clusters between frame – and a pointer to the next frame in the 

simulation. Figure 14 in Chapter IV, Section C.2. shows what the total amalgamation of 

all the linked lists looks like. A frame’s data is persistent – almost everything resides in 

memory until finalize() is called at the end of the simulation. The exception is the 2D 

hash table, which is cleared after it is used by the volume tracking algorithm. 

The Frame class’s functions are simple; lines 17-20 are prototypical get/set accessor 

functions. AddToFrame(Cluster *) (lines 10-14) adds a cluster to the linked list of 

Clusters in the frame. CompareWithNextFrame() (lines 22-24) runs the volume tracking 

algorithm between it and its *nextframe. ClearHash (lines 26-29) frees the hash table 

from memory without deallocating the entire object. Init (lines 31-36) is a constructor-

like function that has the important ability to not be called when the object is allocated. 

Explicit control over initialization functions is generally preferable to functions that 

always run when new()-ed. 
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C.3. Cluster.C 

Cluster is a container class for a single “cluster”: a set of interesting points in the 

threshold array that are connected to one another. It holds all the necessary information 

for a cluster, including its bounding box (maximum and minimum values for x, y and z – 

line 41: Cluster.h), its cluster number, and the number of interesting points within it. It 

also holds a pointer for the next Cluster in the linked list inside a frame (*nextinframe, 

line 16: Cluster.h), and pointers to all children and parents discovered from the volume 

tracking algorithm (lines 19-20: Cluster.h). 

Its functions are simple. Lines 9-15 are archetypical get/set accessor functions. The 

AddChild() function creates a volume tracking dependency between two clusters (see 

Chapter IV for an explanation of dependencies). There is a hard limit of MAXSPLITS 

children and parents for each cluster (currently #defined to be 200 in Main.h, line 20). As 

the name implies, the AddChild() function is called on the parent Cluster and passes in 

the child, but it updates the parent and child (prevclust[] and nextclust[]) arrays in both 

Clusters. 

 

C.4. Hash2D.C 

A Hash2D object is a non-general two-dimensional hash table that holds, in a rough 

form, the position of all clusters within a frame. Every Frame object contains exactly one 

Hash2D object. The Frame::AddToFrame(Cluster *) function adds a Cluster both to the 

linked list of all Clusters in the frame (so that they may be iterated over), but also adds it 

to the hash table as well. A Hash2D table holds the projection of all Clusters from 3-

dimensional space onto the XY plane. Its hash function is a direct spatial mapping of 

mesh-space to bucket-space, so that a cluster that lives in the top-left corner of the mesh 

will have pointers within any bucket in the top-left corner of the 2D hash table. 
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Currently set to 20 buckets in both the X and Y directions (#define BINS, line 22: 

Main.h), it greatly speeds up the intersection testing of the volume tracking algorithm. 

Whereas before, the volume tracker would have to do a 3D bounding box intersection test 

with every cluster in one frame with every cluster in the next – an O(N*M) operation, 

where N is the number of Clusters in the first Frame, and M the second – now it can 

greatly reduce the numbers for N and M by eliminating all pairs of clusters that are 

nowhere near each other. If a cluster in one frame is physically nowhere close to a cluster 

in the second, the volume tracker will never perform an intersection test, since they will 

not have pointers within the same bucket. 

The BINS #define is a tuning parameter for the table. If set low, the buckets grow to 

fill up much of the mesh-space, which will increase the number of intersection tests the 

volume tracker will have to perform. If set too high, the volume tracking algorithm will 

have to iterate over BINS2 linked lists, degenerating performance that way as well. BINS 

set to 20 was empirically found to be the best number for meshes ranging in size from 323 

to 1283. Larger mesh sizes might need more bins for optimal performance. 

C.4.a. Hash2D::Comparison(Hash2D *other) 

The volume tracking function (Frame::CompareWithNextFrame()) is simply a call 

that tells a hash table to compare itself with another one. The Comparison() function 

(lines 95-103) goes through every bin within the local hash table and the other hash table, 

and runs more detailed tests on each pair of Clusters found. 

There are three levels of granularity the Comparison function works at. The roughest, 

the 2D hash elimination, gets rid of all Cluster pairs that are not even close to one 

another. The medium level runs through all pairs of Clusters that could possibly match 

(by residing within the same bucket), and does a 3D intersection test between the two 

Cluster’s bounding boxes (lines 54-80). If there is no subspace that overlaps between the 

two regions, it is impossible for the two clusters to touch. If the two bounding boxes 
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overlap, then it performs the third, slowest, and most rigorous test: a point-by-point 

comparison within the overlapping area, testing to see if there is an exact point that is 

shared by both clusters (ExactComparison(), lines 22-51). If there is, then the 

Cluster::AddChild() function is called, and it moves on to the next possible pair. 

There are a number of complications that arise from shear periodic boundary 

conditions. For example, a cluster’s bounding box can extend above the top of the array, 

since the mesh logically wraps around the boundaries. When the mesh is dynamically 

deformed (via the ishear parameter, see chapter IV) frame to frame, a point at (-5,1,1) is 

not the same location as (-5,1,1) in the current frame. This problem is solved nicely by 

the use of macros as array accessors – the macro that accesses the old array (from the 

previous frame, containing all the cluster numbers) knows what the old warping factor 

was, and can transform (-5,1,1) into the appropriate physical coordinate in the mesh-

space. 

C.4.b. Hash2D::AddToHash() 

The other major function within the Hash2D class is the AddToHash() function (lines 

105-152). It, basically, performs an orthogonal projection from a Cluster’s 3D bounding 

box to a 2D plane corresponding to XY, and then adds pointers from all buckets that 

overlap that projection to the Cluster. 

The first part of the function, lines 113-117 performs the projection from the box’s 

mesh-space to bin-space, getting the minimum and maximum number of the bins in the X 

and Y directions. 

It then performs sanity checking against bounding boxes greater than the size of the 

mesh – which can happen when a cluster wraps around a boundary more than once – in 

lines 118-120, reducing the bounding box of the input to the mesh size. 

It then iterates across the projection on bucket space, adding a pointer to each bucket 

in the 2D region between the minimum and maximum of X and Y. It handles the periodic 
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boundary condition of the mesh (which allows clusters to have negative coordinates), by 

splitting the iteration into positive and negative halves. After the positive iteration (lines 

124-133) completes, it iterates across all negative points, translating them into correct 

values (lines 134-145). At the end of the function, the input Cluster has pointers pointing 

at it from each bucket whose space it overlaps. 

C.4.c. Hash2D::FreeBuckets() 

Similar to a destructor, this function frees up all allocated memory in the 2D hash 

table. Since a Hash2D is only used twice (once for comparison with the previous frame, 

and once with the next frame), its memory can be safely unallocated while leaving the 

rest of the Frame class’s member variables untouched. 

  

C.5. Hash1D.C 

Hash1D is a non-general associative array that holds pairs of values. Its only purpose 

is to cache which pairs of clusters have been tested for an exact match, so that if the 

Hash2D comparison algorithm tries to ExactComparison() two Clusters a second time 

(from them both being in a second bucket, for example), the Hash1D will already have 

the result. This caching greatly speeds up the intersection testing when there are large 

clusters present in the array, when the Hash2D would normally have to iterate across the 

entire mesh BINS2 (which is normally 400) times, performing exact tests. Observation of 

running times indicates that the Hash1D class speeds up the overall volume tracking time 

for DISTUF by a factor of 100, and works even better when BINS is set higher. 

Hash1D is a very simple abstract data type, containing only two real functions: 

test(Cluster *, Cluster *), and add(Cluster *, Cluster *). Add() (lines 37-55) adds, via a 

simple linear-hashing algorithm, an entry for the two cluster values (using 

Cluster::getMark(), line 32: Cluster.h)into the hash table. Test() (lines 20-35) sees if the 

pair of cluster numbers has already been entered. 
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Hash1D’s one tuning parameter is its size: HASH1DSIZE (currently 300000, line 22: 

Main.h), and should be set to more than 10x the number of clusters in a typical frame. If 

the array runs out of space, it fails gracefully. 

 

C.6. RLE.C 

RLE.C is the only .C file without a header file. Its interface is found in the Main.h 

header, since it will not work separately from MOLD; it is separate from Main.C merely 

to keep the RLE code bundled together in a file. RLE.C is a collection of subroutines 

whose external interface is the RLE_Output() function. 

C.6.a. RLE_Output() 

RLE_Output() iterates across a linked list of Clusters (passed in from Main.C), 

calculates their halos (lines 215-227), encodes their data to disk in a FrameX file (lines 

228-284), and writes out their table-of-contents information to a MetaX file (line 201). 

The RLE algorithm inside of RLE_Output() works as follows: after finding an 

interesting point, the main loop calls StartZ() to start a run within a Z plane, then StartY() 

to start a run within a Y row, then StartX() to start a contiguous run inside a row. When 

runs, rows, and planes contain no more interesting points, the loop calls EndX(), EndY() 

and EndZ() respectively. The functions within RLE.C share static member functions to 

maintain state, so that no matter how the main loop starts and ends a run, the data gets 

encoded and output correctly. 

In between pairs of Start and End calls, a variable number of physical data points will 

be output (lines 248-254). They are packed into a small 4-element float array (this is 

DISTUF-specific, other applications will write out different number of elements per mesh 

point), then sent to disk via an Fwrite() wrapper. The wrapper is a simple interface that 

sits on top of the fwrite() stdlib call and catches any exceptions that are thrown, 

simplifying error-checking in the file. 
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C.6.b. Start/End RLE Functions 

The Start{X,Y,Z} and End{X,Y,Z} family of functions all behave the same way. 

When, for example, StartX() is called, it: 1) Writes the starting X location to the file, 2) 

Skips over the placeholder for “number of points in this run” – 1 byte – and 3) Clears the 

number of points seen during this run (pointsX). 

An RLE encoded file in binary says, roughly, “I am writing at Z=20, there are 40 

interesting points on this plane, etc., …” (see Chapter IV, Section C.4. for details on the 

RLE file format). The problem with this format is that the data is streamed to the RLE 

functions, so they do not know in advance how many bytes will be written. We solve this 

by fseek()-ing over a gap where the “number of points in this plane/row/run” is written, 

then fseek()-ing back after the paired End call has occurred. In order to do this, we 

maintain stream position locators for the gaps we fseek()-ed over in the current X,Y, and 

Z runs (lines 30-32). 

The downside to this method is that fseek()-ing destroys the caching the standard 

libraries provide. Experiments show that the current RLE algorithm is approximately two 

to three times as slow as a function which writes all its data out in one long stream. Since 

the RLE algorithm consumes a significant portion (approximately a third) of the overall 

running time for MOLD, replacing the current RLE algorithm with one that buffers all 

the output, then dumps it to disk when finished, is a significant opportunity for future 

work. 

 

C.6.c. RLE Globals 

RLE.C has several static globals which are shared by the various procedural calls. 

WhenceX, whenceY, and whenceZ (lines 30-32) store the aforementioned location of the 

“points written in this row/run/plane” which gets skipped over when the appropriate Start 
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call occurs. The End functions to seek back to the value held in a whence, write in the 

final result, then seek back to the end of the stream. PointsX, pointsY and pointsZ (lines 

33-35) record the number of points written between the matched Start and End calls of 

the appropriate type. Their values are what are written out when seeking back to a 

whence{X,Y,Z} location. NextX, nextY and nextZ are used as simple overflow checkers. 

The code, before incrementing points{X,Y,Z}, will increment the appropriate 

next{X,Y,Z}, and see if the value is less than the current one; if so, overflow has 

occurred, and the program will fail gracefully. The reason they are globals (instead of 

being a local inside RLE_Output()) is so their type will always match that of the 

appropriate points{X,Y,Z} global whose overflow they are checking. G_clusterfile (line 

38) is a shared global containing the FILE * of the current file being written to. 

The constants MAXRUNLENGTH{X,Y,Z} (lines 49-51) are the number of bytes 

used to hold the “this many points were written during the run” value. If they are set high, 

the RLE algorithm loses a lot of its efficiency, especially for MAXRUNLENGTHX, 

which is typically output many thousand times. If they are set low, as they are now, the 

possibility exists the values will overflow when moving to a larger mesh size. Hence, the 

code tests for overflow every time it writes a point. These constants should be set to be 

greater than log256(the maximum number of points that will occur during a run/row/plane 

(for X,Y and Z, respectively)). Overflow will only occur with the current values when 

using meshes larger than 2563. 

 

C.6.d. HaloCalc() 

This function implements haloing. Halos are context points marked “important”, and 

hence written to disk, so the postprocessor can calculate gradient quantities. HaloCalc() 

does both general and application-specific haloing. General haloing is a simple algorithm 

that, upon finding an “interesting” point, marks all uninteresting points within H grid 
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points (where H is the halo parameter to MOLD) as “halo”s. In the thresh_array, a point 

marked “2” is “interesting”, “1” is “halo” and “0” mean “uninteresting – don’t write”. 

Any other non-zero threshold values may be added freely – they will be correctly 

encoded by the RLE algorithm. 

DISTUF-specific haloing is an optimized version of the halo algorithm. The default 

algorithm, at 1283 resolution, marks all points within 4 of any interesting point as a halo, 

which (for a single, loan interesting point) will increase the data written to disk by a 

factor of 128 times. The DISTUF-specific algorithm (lines 116-179), written by Peter 

Diamessis and implemented by the author, recognizes the fact that – for DISTUF – 

smaller clusters need smaller halo sizes around them, and more importantly, the amount 

of context needed is based directly on the height of the cluster, and no other factor. The 

height of a cluster in this sense is: “The maximum number of contiguous interesting 

points in the Z direction.” HaloCalc() approximates a cluster’s height by looking at the 

length of the Z dimension of its bounding box, which is much computationally cheaper 

than iterating across every column. 

The DISTUF-specific haloing algorithm reduces the approximate cost of halos from a 

factor of 100 (for the general algorithm) to a factor of 10. It is still tremendously 

expensive, but gives enough of a relative speedup that an exception was made to the 

general principle separating DISTUF and MOLD’s algorithms. Using a callback to 

implement application-specific haloing was considered, but it would entail passing 

function pointers between FORTRAN and C, which is not particularly graceful as well. 

 

D. Using DISTUF 

DISTUF is an old Fortran program which directly evaluates the Navier-Stokes 

equations for a cubic decimeter of fluid. Using it, from a MOLD standpoint, is simple. 
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When MOLD’s makefile is run, it will compile DISTUF as well, making sure all the 

object files are copied and linked in. 

To perform a DISTUF run, first one must reconfigure DISTUF to run at the desired 

resolution. This is accomplished by editing “parameter.h” and changing the NN=128 to 

NN=<array size>. One must then remake DISTUF (“make clean”, cd into the MOLD 

directory, followed by a “make”). 

Second, one must select the appropriate menu files for the correct resolution. Menu 

files hold all the configuration data for DISTUF. Inside of the DISTUF directory are six 

prebuilt menu files: menu_start, menu_start32, menu_start64, menu_restart, 

menu_restart32 and menu_restart64. The numbers after the name correspond to the 

appropriate resolution; the menu files without numbers run at the default: 1283. Copy the 

menu_start file at the correct resolution to a file called “menu”, i.e.: “cp menu_start64 

menu”. 

Run Distuf. When using a start menu file, DISTUF runs initialization code, and 

executes the simulation up to time = 2. Then, it stops and writes out a checkpoint file to 

disk, which it calls a “restart file” (in the file directory, they are called rstar0, rstar1, etc.). 

MOLD is disabled for the initialization code – only a single time step is written out, and 

since it is just a side effect from DISTUF’s checkpointing, it can be safely deleted. 

Once the restart file is created, a user typically makes many normal DISTUF runs. 

One does a normal run by copying the menu_restart file of the appropriate resolution to 

“menu”, and then running “distuf” again. Since this is the typical run of DISTUF/MOLD, 

MOLD functions as described above, and in Chapter IV. 

 



Appendix B 

Source Code Listings 
 

A. Main.h 
 
1:/***************************************************** 
2:Main.h 
3:Holds globals, constants and predeclares all classes 
4:William Kerney 5/14/01 
5:*****************************************************/ 
7:#include <stdio.h> 
8:#include <stdlib.h> 
9:#include <ctype.h> 
10:#include <math.h> 
11:#include <time.h> 
12:#include <assert.h> 
13:#include <string.h> 
14:#include <errno.h> 
15:#include <unistd.h> 
16:#include <sys/types.h> 
17:#include <sys/stat.h> 
19://PACKAGE CONSTANTS 
20:#define MAXSPLITS 200 //Max number of clusters a cluster can split into 
21:#define BINS 20 //Number of hash buckets along length and width for Hash2D 
22:#define HASH1DSIZE 300000 //Should be about 10x the number of clusters in a frame 
23:#ifndef INT_MAX 
24:#define INT_MAX         2147483647      /* max value of an "int" */ 
25:#define INT_MIN     (-2147483647-1)     /* min value of an "int" */ 
26:#endif 
27:#ifndef TRUE 
28:#define TRUE 1 
29:#define FALSE 0 
30:#endif 
32://PACKAGE MACROS 
33://Fun macro to echo lines as they're being run 
34://Be sure not to have it in an if () ECHORUN 
35:// since the if will do the printf and not the line 
36:#define ECHORUN(foox) printf("%s\n",#foox);foox 
38:// PACKAGE CLASSES 
39:class Hash1D; 
40:class Hash2D; 
41:class Cluster; 
42:class Frame; 
43:class Bucket; 
45://PACKAGE GLOBALS 
46:extern FILE *outs; //The effective stdout for this module 
47:extern int thresh_array_size; 
48:extern unsigned char bytesX; 
49:extern unsigned short bytesY; 
50:extern unsigned int bytesZ; 
52://PACKAGE FUNCTIONS 
53:void print_array(FILE *file,int *array,int array_size); 
54:void do_cluster(int *array, int size); //The real main function 
55:void output_tracking(); //Dump results of feature tracking 
56:Frame *one_frame(); //Processes and creates an event graph for one frame 
57:void alloc_arrays(); //Processes and creates an event graph for one frame 
58:void usage(char **); //Shows how it should be called 
59:void load_thresh (FILE *stream); //Obsolete 
60:void write_clusters_to_disk(Cluster *root); //The main output routine 
61:int calc_run_number(); //Determines how many times EVER this program ran 
62:void fail(const char *message); 
63:void pfail(const char *message); 
64:void recursivemark(int i, int j, int k, int mark,Cluster *clust); 
65:void recursivemark_wrap(int i, int j, int k, int mark,Cluster *clust); 

80 
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66://In RLE.C 
67:long Ftell(FILE *stream); 
75:void initHelpers(FILE *clu); 
78:void RLE_Output(Cluster *c_iter,FILE *clusterfile, FILE *metafile); 
79://These are macros that allow us to access the 1D array as if it were 3D 
80:// _value() returns the number, _elem() returns a reference. 
81://We have two versions of these functions. The wrap version provides 
82:// the modulous needed to make the array periodic, but it's expensive, 
83:// so we call the plain version whenever we know we're not on a boundary. 
84:int array_mod(int x, int tas); 
85:int* thresh_array_elem(int x,int y,int z); 
86:int* thresh_array_elem_wrap(int x,int y,int z); 
87:int  thresh_array_value(int x,int y,int z); 
88:int  thresh_array_value_wrap(int x,int y,int z); 
89://Temp array holds mark numbers, and gets copied into old_temp 
90:int* temp_array_elem(int x,int y,int z); 
91:int* temp_array_elem_wrap(int x,int y,int z); 
92:int  temp_array_value(int x,int y,int z); 
93:int  temp_array_value_wrap(int x,int y,int z); 
94:int* old_temp_array_elem(int x,int y,int z); 
95:int* old_temp_array_elem_wrap(int x,int y,int z); 
96:int  old_temp_array_value(int x,int y,int z); 
97:int  old_temp_array_value_wrap(int x,int y,int z); 
98://This version is generic for all arrays, but slightly slower 
99:float* array_elem(float *darray, int x,int y,int z); 
100:float  array_value(float *darray, int x,int y,int z); 
101:float* array_elem_wrap(float *darray, int x,int y,int z); 
102:float  array_value_wrap(float *darray, int x,int y,int z); 
104://Makes the timekeeping systems on SGI and Alphas 
105://appear to behave the same way as on a Sun. 
106:#if (defined(SGI) || defined(OSF)) 
107:long int gethrtime(); 
108:#define hrtime_t long int 
109:#endif 
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B. Main.C 
 
1:/***************************************************** 
2:MOLD -- Managing Overly Large Datasets 
3:Note: To run on large datasets, make sure 
4:you "unlimit stacksize" 
5:Main.C  
6:William Kerney 5/9/01 
7:*****************************************************/ 
9:#include "Main.h" 
10:#include "Cluster.h" 
11:#include "Hash2D.h" 
12:#include "Frame.h" 
14:#if (defined(SGI) || defined(OSF)) 
15:#define  NANO clk_tck 
16:double clk_tck; 
17:void initclock(); 
18:#else 
19:#define NANO 1000000000.0 
20:#endif 
22://PACKAGE GLOBALS 
23:FILE *outs; //Stdout for this module 
24:int  thresh_array_size; //size of all arrays, not just the thresh array 
25:int* thresh_array; //'true' if a point is interesting, false otherwise 
26:int* old_temp_array; //Hold last frame for exact volume tracking 
27:int* temp_array; //Temp_array holds which cluster we're in 
28:float* data1_array; //Holds physical data. MOLD does nothing but write this out 
29:float* data2_array; 
30:float* data3_array; 
31:float* data4_array; 
32:int halo; 
33:int ishift; 
34:int old_ishift; //Holds ishift for last frame 
36://FILE GLOBALS 
37:static Frame *firstframe, *prevframe; 
38:static char subdirname[80]; //Name of directory for this run 
39:static int run_number; //The number of times distuf has been run. PERVASIVE. 
40:static int invocation; //The number of times our main function has been called. 
41:static int setno;      //Current cluster # 
42://^- These three numbers can identify any cluster we've ever seen 
43:#define HISTOSIZE 15 
44:static int histogram[HISTOSIZE]; //Used for histogramming the size of clusters 
46:static hrtime_t totaltime; //Timer -- PERVASIVE ACROSS RUNS 
47:static hrtime_t start,end; //Timer 
48:static hrtime_t timeio,timeout; //Timer 
49:static hrtime_t timecluster; //Timer 
50:static hrtime_t timecompare; //Timer 
51:extern hrtime_t timehalo;    //Timer -- Defined in RLE.C 
52:static hrtime_t timemem;    //Timer 
53:static hrtime_t timedistuf;  //Times everything _outside_ of MOLD. 
54:static hrtime_t totaldistuftime; //Timer -- PERVASIVE ACROSS RUNS 
56:void fail(const char *message) { fprintf(outs,"%s",message); fclose(outs); exit(1); } 
57:void pfail(const char *message) { 
58: if (outs) { fprintf(outs,"%s:%s\n",message,strerror(errno)); fclose(outs); } 
59: else perror(message); 
60: exit(2); 
61:} 
64:extern "C" { 
65:void finalize_ () { 
66: printf("====================FINALIZE CALLED====================\n"); 
67: if (!outs) { //I.e., we've never called main function 
68:  printf("MOLD Main never called before finalize: nothing output\n"); 
69:  return; 
70: } 
71: timeout -= gethrtime(); 
72: output_tracking(); 
73: timeout += gethrtime(); 
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74: time_t the_time = time(NULL); 
75: fprintf(outs,"\nFinalize Called.\tRun: %i\tTime: %s 
Size:%i^3\n",run_number,ctime(&the_time), thresh_array_size); 
76: fprintf(outs,"Volume Tracking Time: %f\n",timeout/NANO); 
77: fclose(outs); 
78: free(temp_array); 
79: free(old_temp_array); 
80: Frame *temp = firstframe; 
81: while (temp) { 
82:  Frame *temp2 = temp; 
83:  temp = temp->getNextFrame(); //Move to next before we free() 
84:  free(temp2); 
85: } 
86:} 
87:} 
89://halo_ is the maximum size of a cluster's halo, but it can be smaller. 
90:extern "C" { 
91:void mold_ (int *array, float *data1, float *data2, float *data3, float *data4, int 
*halo_, int *size, int *ishift_) { 
92: printf("====================MOLD ENTERED====================\n"); 
95: //Create directory structure for holding MOLD output 
96: int err = mkdir("./MOLD",0770); 
97: if (errno != EEXIST && err == -1) pfail("Cannot create MOLD directory for 
output"); 
98: if (!run_number) { //If we haven't calculated run_number yet... 
99:  run_number = calc_run_number(); 
100:  sprintf(subdirname,"./MOLD/Run_%i",run_number); 
101:  err = mkdir(subdirname,0770); 
102:  if (err) pfail("Could not create subdirectory for output"); 
103:  assert(size); 
104:  assert(*size < pow(INT_MAX,0.3333)); //If size is bigger, we won't be able 
to index array with integers 
105: } 
107: //Create console output file 
108: char outname[80]; 
109: sprintf(outname,"%s/console",subdirname); 
110: if (!outs) outs = fopen(outname,"w"); 
111: if (!outs) pfail("Opening console file failed\n"); 
114: //Maintain number of times the code has been entered 
115: //Put code that needs to be run on the first invocation here. 
116: if (!invocation++) { 
117:  time_t the_time = time(NULL); 
118:  fprintf(outs,"MOLD Code Called.\tRun: %i\tTime: %s 
Size:%i^3",run_number,ctime(&the_time),size ? *size : 0); 
119:  #if (defined(SGI) || defined(OSF)) 
120:   // Initialize clock 
121:   initclock(); 
122:  #endif 
123: } else { //Put code that runs on all EXCEPT the first invocation here. 
124:  timedistuf += gethrtime(); 
125: } 
126:  
127: fprintf(outs,"\nInvocation %i\n",invocation); 
129: //Establish arrays 
130: if (!array || !data1 || !data2 || !data3 || !data4 || !halo_ || !size || !ishift_) 
{ fail("Array or size passed in as NULL!\n"); } 
131: thresh_array = array; 
132: data1_array = data1; 
133: data2_array = data2; 
134: data3_array = data3; 
135: data4_array = data4; 
136: halo = *halo_; 
137: ishift = *ishift_; 
138: thresh_array_size = *size; 
140: //Alloc globals 
141: if (!temp_array) { 
142:  temp_array = (int *) (malloc 
(thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*sizeof(int))); 
143:  if (!temp_array) { fail("Temp Array: Out of memory\n"); } 
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144: } 
145: if (!old_temp_array) { 
146:  old_temp_array = (int *) (malloc 
(thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*sizeof(int))); 
147:  if (!old_temp_array) { fail("Old Temp Array: Out of memory\n"); } 
148: } 
150: //Clear Global Timers 
151: start = end = timehalo = timemem = timeio = timeout = timecluster = timecompare = 
0; 
153:totaltime -= gethrtime(); 
154:start = gethrtime(); 
156: //Run the main program 
157: Frame *thisframe = one_frame(); 
159: //Maintain Frame datastructure 
160: //This is a linked list of frames with each frame 
161: //containing a list of clusters in its timestep 
162: //Volume tracking creates pointers between spatially 
163: //overlapping clusters in neighboring frames 
164: assert(thisframe); 
165: if (!firstframe) { 
166:  firstframe = thisframe; 
167:  prevframe = thisframe; 
168: } else { 
169:  assert(prevframe); 
170:  prevframe->setNextFrame(thisframe); 
171:  timecompare -= gethrtime(); 
172:  prevframe->CompareWithNextFrame(); //VOLUME TRACKING 
173:  timecompare += gethrtime(); 
174:  prevframe->ClearHash(); //Free memory 
175:  prevframe = thisframe; 
176: } 
178: //Store current array so we can exact compare next frame 
179: //NOTE: We store the *temp* array so the exact cluster # is known! 
180:timemem -= gethrtime(); 
181: memcpy(old_temp_array,temp_array,thresh_array_size * thresh_array_size * 
thresh_array_size*sizeof(int)); 
182: old_ishift = ishift; //Save the warp factor on the mesh 
183:timemem += gethrtime(); 
185: //Do "Checkpointing" -- write out mapfile every 5 frames 
186: if (!(invocation % 5)) {  
187:  timeout -= gethrtime(); 
188:  output_tracking(); 
189:  timeout += gethrtime(); 
190: } 
192:end = gethrtime(); 
193:totaltime += gethrtime(); 
195: //Output timing results 
196: //This doesn't work using Sun's CC v4.2! Use g++ instead 
197: // because CC doesn't have an intrinsic long long to float 
198: // conversion function! 
199: fprintf(outs,"Clustering          Time: %f\n",timecluster/NANO); 
200: fprintf(outs,"Comparing Frames    Time: %f\n",timecompare/NANO); 
201: fprintf(outs,"Memory Copying      Time: %f\n",timemem/NANO); 
202: fprintf(outs,"Halo Calculation    Time: %f\n",timehalo/NANO); 
203: fprintf(outs,"Output Clusters     Time: %f\n",timeio/NANO-timehalo/NANO); 
204: if (timeout) 
205: fprintf(outs,"Checkpoint Voltrack Time: %f\n",timeout/NANO); 
206: fprintf(outs,"Total Running       Time: %f\n",(end-start)/NANO); 
207: fprintf(outs,"Cumulative Running  Time: %f\n",totaltime/NANO); 
208: totaldistuftime += timedistuf; 
209: fprintf(outs,"Distuf Frame        Time: %f\n",timedistuf/NANO); 
210: fprintf(outs,"Cumulative Distuf   Time: %f\n",totaldistuftime/NANO); 
212: fflush(outs); 
214:timedistuf = 0; //Must be cleared here, since its an oddball timer. 
215:timedistuf -= gethrtime(); //Start a timer on all the rest of distuf running 
216: return; 
217:} 
218:} 
221://This is the heart of the code. It creates a new frame, fills it with 
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222://clusters derived from the input threshold array, and writes the data 
223://out to disk. 
224:Frame *one_frame() { 
225: int i,j,k; 
226: Cluster *ourclust; 
227: Frame *ourframe = (Frame *)malloc(sizeof(Frame)); 
228: ourframe->Init(); 
229:
 memset(temp_array,0,thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*sizeof(i
nt)); 
231: /* This is code for testing correctness 
232:
 memset(thresh_array,0,thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*sizeof
(int)); 
233: //Remember, "2" is interesting, "1" is halo. 
234: for (i = 0; i < thresh_array_size; i++) 
235:  for (j = 0; j < thresh_array_size; j++) 
236:   for (k = 0; k < thresh_array_size; k++) 
237:    if (j != 15) 
238:     *thresh_array_elem(i,j,k) = 2; 
239: */ 
241: //CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
242: //This loop clusters all interesting points together and stores them 
243: //in the current frame data structure. 
244: for (i = 0; i < thresh_array_size; i++) { 
245:  for (j = 0; j < thresh_array_size; j++) { 
246:   for (k = 0; k < thresh_array_size; k++) { 
247:    if (temp_array_value(i,j,k) == 0 && 
thresh_array_value(i,j,k)) { 
248:     //fprintf(outs,"Recursive marking at 
%i,%i,%i\n",i,j,k); 
249:     ourclust = (Cluster *)malloc(sizeof(Cluster)); 
250:     ourclust->Init(++setno); //Set the mark 
251:     timecluster -= gethrtime(); 
252:     recursivemark(i,j,k,setno,ourclust); 
253:     timecluster += gethrtime(); 
254:     //Cap location to the max 
255:     const int tas = thresh_array_size; 
256:     if (ourclust->location[1] - ourclust->location[0] >= 
tas) { 
257:      ourclust->location[1] = tas - 1; 
258:      ourclust->location[0] = 0; 
259:     } 
260:     if (ourclust->location[3] - ourclust->location[2] >= 
tas) { 
261:      ourclust->location[3] = tas - 1; 
262:      ourclust->location[2] = 0; 
263:     } 
264:     if (ourclust->location[5] - ourclust->location[4] >= 
tas) { 
265:      ourclust->location[5] = tas - 1; 
266:      ourclust->location[4] = 0; 
267:     } 
268:     ourframe->AddToFrame(ourclust); 
269:    } 
270:   } 
271:  } 
272: } 
274: //OUTPUT CLUSTERS 
275:timeio -= gethrtime(); 
276: /* 
277:  * Determine if it would be better to RLE encode or normal write 
278:  * the data to disk. RLE works better on long strings of constant 
279:  * data, usually only found in sparse datasets. 
280:  * Normal write works better in chaotic/dense environments. 
281:  * We choose, somewhat arbitrarily, based on what % full the dataset is. 
282:  */ 
284: int useNormal = FALSE; //Only one may be TRUE, but both may be false 
285: int useRLE = FALSE; 
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286: Cluster *iter = ourframe->getRoot(); 
287: if (iter != NULL) { 
288:  int totalSize = 0; 
289:  for (; iter; iter = iter->getNextInFrame()) 
290:   totalSize += iter->getSize(); 
291:  float percentInteresting = totalSize / ((float) thresh_array_size * 
292:   thresh_array_size * thresh_array_size); 
293:  fprintf(outs,"Percent interesting = %f\n",percentInteresting); 
294:  if (percentInteresting > 0.15) //TODO: Find better number than this 
295:   useNormal = TRUE; 
296:  else 
297:   useRLE = TRUE; 
298: } 
300: #define FORCE_RLE_WRITING 
301: #ifdef FORCE_RLE_WRITING 
302: //If the postprocessor only reads in RLE files and not normal 
303: //ones, as with DISTUF, force it to only write RLE files. 
304: if (useNormal) { 
305:  useNormal = FALSE; 
306:  useRLE = TRUE; 
307: } 
308: #endif 
310: /* 
311:   * Raw outputting of the clusters 
312:  */ 
313:  if (useNormal) { 
314:  char outname[80]; 
315:  sprintf(outname,"%s/wholearray%i",subdirname,invocation-1); 
316:  FILE *pete = fopen(outname,"w"); 
317:  print_array(pete,thresh_array,thresh_array_size); 
318:  int size = thresh_array_size * thresh_array_size * thresh_array_size; 
319:  fwrite(thresh_array,sizeof(thresh_array[0]),size,pete); 
320:  fwrite(data1_array,sizeof(data1_array[0]),size,pete); 
321:  fwrite(data2_array,sizeof(data2_array[0]),size,pete); 
322:  fwrite(data3_array,sizeof(data3_array[0]),size,pete); 
323:  fwrite(data4_array,sizeof(data4_array[0]),size,pete); 
324:  fclose(pete); 
325:  //Gzip the file 
326:  char temp[120]; 
327:  sprintf(temp,"csh -c \"gzip %s >& /dev/null &\"",outname); 
328:  system(temp); 
329: } 
332: /* 
333:   * RLE Outputting of the Clusters 
334:  */ 
335: if (useRLE) { 
336: //Output actual data into file reserved for cluster's frame 
337: char filename[80], filename2[80]; 
338: sprintf(filename,"%s/frame%i",subdirname,invocation-1); 
339: sprintf(filename2,"%s/meta%i",subdirname,invocation-1); 
340: FILE *clusterfile = fopen(filename,"w"); 
341: FILE *metafile = fopen(filename2,"w"); 
342: if (!clusterfile || !metafile) pfail("Error opening clusterfile"); 
344: Cluster *c_iter = ourframe->getRoot(); 
345: RLE_Output(c_iter,clusterfile,metafile); //Does the outputting 
347: //Calculate % interesting points -- somewhat wasteful iteration  
348: // over the whole array. 
349: int totalSize = 0; 
350: for (i = 0; i < thresh_array_size; i++) 
351:  for (j = 0; j < thresh_array_size; j++) 
352:   for (k = 0; k < thresh_array_size; k++) 
353:    if (thresh_array_value(i,j,k)) 
354:     totalSize++; 
355: float percentInteresting = totalSize / ((float) thresh_array_size * 
356:  thresh_array_size * thresh_array_size); 
357: fprintf(outs,"Percent interesting w/Halos = %f\n",percentInteresting); 
359: //Calculate compression ratio 
360: int byteswritten = Ftell(clusterfile); 
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361: int oldbyteswritten = thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size * 5 * 
sizeof(float); 
362: if (byteswritten == 0) 
363:  fprintf(outs,"Compression ratio: infinite\n"); 
364: else 
365:  fprintf(outs,"Compression ratio: 
%2.2f\n",float(oldbyteswritten)/byteswritten); 
367: fclose(clusterfile); 
368: fclose(metafile); 
369: if (!byteswritten) { //Don't bother writing if file is empty 
370:  unlink(filename); 
371:  unlink(filename2); 
372: } else { //Might as well gzip the files while we're at it 
373:  //We run it backgrounded so it doesn't slow us down 
374:  //TODO: Add a check to see if gzip is on the system 
375:  char temp[120]; 
376:  sprintf(temp,"csh -c \"gzip %s >& /dev/null &\"",filename); 
377:  system(temp); 
378:  sprintf(temp,"csh -c \"gzip %s >& /dev/null &\"",filename2); 
379:  system(temp); 
380: } 
381: } //End if (useRLE) 
382:timeio += gethrtime(); 
384:printf("====================FINISHED WRITING====================\n"); 
386: return ourframe; 
387:} //END one_frame() -- the main function 
390:/* CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
391: * -DFS way of doing clustering. This should be replaced so 
392: *  that we don't run potentially out of stack space on a huge dataset. 
393: *  Putting "unlimit stacksize" in your .cshrc is a quick fix if you 
394: *  are running out of space. 
395: * -Points on the edges of arrays are counted as adjacent to each other 
396: *  i.e., the array is periodic, or wraps around. 
397: * -Postcondition: clusters that extend over periodic boundaries will 
398: *  always have NEGATIVE extents, not positive ones that exceed N-1. 
399: *  (This allows us to only check periodic conditions in one direction) 
400: * -MOLD has two macros for accessing the arrays: a faster one that only 
401: * works with values between 0 and N-1, and one that works with values 
402: * that exceed the normal bounds. This algorithm is smart, and will switch 
403: * between the two in an optimal fashion. 
404: */ 
405:void recursivemark(int i, int j, int k, int mark,Cluster *clust) { 
406: if (!clust) fail("Die: rmark: clust == NULL\n"); 
408: *temp_array_elem(i,j,k) = mark; 
409: clust->setSize(clust->getSize()+1); 
411: //Track extents of the cluster 
412: if (clust->location[0] > i) 
413:  clust->location[0] = i; 
414: if (clust->location[1] < i) 
415:  clust->location[1] = i; 
416: if (clust->location[2] > j) 
417:  clust->location[2] = j; 
418: if (clust->location[3] < j) 
419:  clust->location[3] = j; 
420: if (clust->location[4] > k) 
421:  clust->location[4] = k; 
422: if (clust->location[5] < k) 
423:  clust->location[5] = k; 
425: if (i > 0) {                    //Not left edge 
426:   if (temp_array_value(i-1,j,k) == 0 && thresh_array_value(i-1,j,k)) 
427:    recursivemark(i-1,j,k,mark,clust); 
428: } else {       //Left Edge (wrap around to 
the right) 
429:   if (temp_array_value_wrap(i-1,j,k) == 0 && 
thresh_array_value_wrap(i-1,j,k)) 
430:    recursivemark_wrap(i-1,j,k,mark,clust); 
431: } 
432: if (i < thresh_array_size - 1) { //Not right edge 
433:   if (temp_array_value(i+1,j,k) == 0 && thresh_array_value(i+1,j,k)) 
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434:    recursivemark(i+1,j,k,mark,clust); 
435: } 
436: if (j > 0) {         //Not top edge 
437:   if (temp_array_value(i,j-1,k) == 0 && thresh_array_value(i,j-1,k)) 
438:    recursivemark(i,j-1,k,mark,clust); 
439: } else {       //Top Edge 
440:   if (temp_array_value_wrap(i,j-1,k) == 0 && 
thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j-1,k)) 
441:    recursivemark_wrap(i,j-1,k,mark,clust); 
442: } 
443: if (j < thresh_array_size - 1) { //Not bottom edge 
444:   if (temp_array_value(i,j+1,k) == 0 && thresh_array_value(i,j+1,k)) 
445:    recursivemark(i,j+1,k,mark,clust); 
446: } 
447: if (k > 0) {        //Not inner edge 
448:   if (temp_array_value(i,j,k-1) == 0 && thresh_array_value(i,j,k-1)) 
449:    recursivemark(i,j,k-1,mark,clust); 
450: } else {       //Inner Edge 
451:   if (temp_array_value_wrap(i,j,k-1) == 0 && 
thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j,k-1)) 
452:    recursivemark_wrap(i,j,k-1,mark,clust); 
453: } 
454: if (k < thresh_array_size - 1) { //Not outer edge 
455:   if (temp_array_value(i,j,k+1) == 0 && thresh_array_value(i,j,k+1)) 
456:    recursivemark(i,j,k+1,mark,clust); 
457: } 
458:} 
460://Used in recursivemark_wrap 
461:static inline int allnonneg(int i, int j, int k) { 
462: if (i >= 0 && j >= 0 && k >= 0) return TRUE; 
463: return FALSE; 
464:} 
466://CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
467://-It is possible to index the array outside of 0 to N-1. (A Periodic Mesh) 
468://-This function handles the algorithm when it moves into negative numbers. 
469://-We have two clustering functions so we don't have to provide moduluses on 
470:// every array index, but only when we know we've gone outside array bounds. 
471://-This is bad style since it is copy/paste coding, but should give a speed gain 
472://-When it detects it is going back into numbers between 0 to N-1 it switches 
473:// back to the faster clustering algorithm, that doesn't use moduluses. 
474:void recursivemark_wrap(int i, int j, int k, int mark,Cluster *clust) { 
475: if (!clust) fail("Die: clust == NULL\n"); 
477: *temp_array_elem_wrap(i,j,k) = mark; 
478: clust->setSize(clust->getSize()+1); 
480: //Track extents of the cluster 
481: if (clust->location[0] > i) 
482:  clust->location[0] = i; 
483: if (clust->location[1] < i) 
484:  clust->location[1] = i; 
485: if (clust->location[2] > j) 
486:  clust->location[2] = j; 
487: if (clust->location[3] < j) 
488:  clust->location[3] = j; 
489: if (clust->location[4] > k) 
490:  clust->location[4] = k; 
491: if (clust->location[5] < k) 
492:  clust->location[5] = k; 
494: if (temp_array_value_wrap(i-1,j,k) == 0 && thresh_array_value_wrap(i-1,j,k)) 
495:  recursivemark_wrap(i-1,j,k,mark,clust); 
496: if (i < thresh_array_size - 1) { //Not right edge 
497:  if (temp_array_value_wrap(i+1,j,k) == 0 && 
thresh_array_value_wrap(i+1,j,k)) { 
498:   if (allnonneg(i+1,j,k)) recursivemark(i+1,j,k,mark,clust); 
499:   else recursivemark_wrap(i+1,j,k,mark,clust); 
500:  } 
501: } 
502: if (temp_array_value_wrap(i,j-1,k) == 0 && thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j-1,k)) 
503:  recursivemark_wrap(i,j-1,k,mark,clust); 
504: if (j < thresh_array_size - 1) { //Not bottom edge 
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505:  if (temp_array_value_wrap(i,j+1,k) == 0 && 
thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j+1,k)) { 
506:   if (allnonneg(i,j+1,k)) recursivemark(i,j+1,k,mark,clust); 
507:   else recursivemark_wrap(i,j+1,k,mark,clust); 
508:  } 
509: } 
510: if (temp_array_value_wrap(i,j,k-1) == 0 && thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j,k-1)) 
511:  recursivemark_wrap(i,j,k-1,mark,clust); 
512: if (k < thresh_array_size - 1) { //Not outer edge 
513:  if (temp_array_value_wrap(i,j,k+1) == 0 && 
thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j,k+1)) { 
514:   if (allnonneg(i,j,k+1)) recursivemark(i,j,k+1,mark,clust); 
515:   recursivemark_wrap(i,j,k+1,mark,clust); 
516:  } 
517: } 
518:} 
520://VOLUME TRACKING ALGORITHM 
521:void recursive_output(FILE *voltrack,Cluster *c_iter) { 
522: int temp,volume; 
523: if (c_iter == NULL) return; 
524://Can remove this, just prints the list front to back so that its easier to read 
525: recursive_output(voltrack,c_iter->getNextInFrame()); 
527:   //Put the cluster's size into a histogram 
528:   int bucket = 0; 
529:   for (int histo = 1; histo < c_iter->getSize(); histo *= 2) 
bucket++; 
530:   if (bucket >= HISTOSIZE) 
531:    histogram[HISTOSIZE-1]++; 
532:   else 
533:    histogram[bucket]++; 
535:   //Output metadata about the cluster into the mapfile 
536:   fprintf(voltrack,"\tCluster %.10i: Size %.10i\n",c_iter-
>getMark(),c_iter->getSize()); 
537:   fprintf(voltrack,"\t\t(%.5i,%.5i) (%.5i,%.5i) 
(%.5i,%.5i)\n",c_iter->location[4],c_iter->location[5],c_iter->location[2],c_iter-
>location[3],c_iter->location[0],c_iter->location[1]); 
538:   if (c_iter->getNextClust(0)) { 
539:    fprintf(voltrack,"\t\tChildren:"); 
540:    for (temp = 0; temp < MAXSPLITS; temp++) { 
541:     if (c_iter->getNextClust(temp)) 
542:      fprintf(voltrack," %.10i",c_iter-
>getNextClust(temp)->getMark()); 
543:     else 
544:      temp = MAXSPLITS; 
545:    } 
546:    fprintf(voltrack,"\n"); 
547:   } 
548:   if (c_iter->getPrevClust(0)) { 
549:    fprintf(voltrack,"\t\tParents:"); 
550:    for (temp = 0; temp < MAXSPLITS && c_iter-
>getPrevClust(temp); temp++) { 
551:     if (c_iter->getPrevClust(temp)) 
552:      fprintf(voltrack," %.10i",c_iter-
>getPrevClust(temp)->getMark()); 
553:     else 
554:      temp = MAXSPLITS; 
555:    } 
556:    fprintf(voltrack,"\n"); 
557:   } 
558:} 
560://Print a histogram of cluster sizes to the voltrack file 
561://But isn't intrinsicly related to volume tracking 
562:void histogram_output(FILE *voltrack) { 
563: for (int i = 0; i < HISTOSIZE; i++)  
564:  fprintf(voltrack,"Size %i=%i\n",int(pow(2,i)),histogram[i]); 
565:} 
567://VOLUME TRACKING ALGORITHM 
568://Dumps volume tracking information about the clusters to disk 
569://If called on different frames, it overwrites the old dump 
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570:// and rewrites everything to disk. 
571:void output_tracking() { 
572: char scratchstr[80]; 
574: //Open files 
575: sprintf(scratchstr,"%s/mapfile",subdirname); 
576: unlink(scratchstr); //Remove an old, checkpointed, mapfile 
577: FILE *voltrack = fopen(scratchstr,"w"); 
578: fprintf(voltrack,"Feature Tracking Output:\n"); 
580: Frame *f_iter = firstframe; 
581: int i = 0; 
582: while (f_iter) { 
583:  fprintf(voltrack,"\nFrame: %.10i\n",i++); 
584:  for (int j = 0; j < HISTOSIZE; j++) histogram[j] = 0; 
585:  recursive_output(voltrack,f_iter->getRoot()); 
586:  histogram_output(voltrack); 
587:  //fflush(voltrack); 
588:  f_iter = f_iter->getNextFrame(); 
589: } 
590:} 
592://Misc routine to calculate how many times MOLD has been called. 
593:int calc_run_number() { 
594: struct stat *buf = (struct stat *) malloc(sizeof(struct stat)); 
595: int i; 
596: char tempstr[80]; 
597: //Start at 1 because 0 means run_number isn't initted... 
598: for (i = 1; ; i++) { 
599:  sprintf(tempstr,"./MOLD/Run_%i",i); 
600:  int err = stat(tempstr,buf); 
601:  if (err && errno == ENOENT) //We've found an open number 
602:   break; 
603:  if (err) pfail("Error in calc_run_number()::stat"); 
604: } 
605: free(buf); 
606: return i; 
607:} 
609://Debugging routine to print out an entire array 
610://print_array(stdout,thresh_array,thresh_array_size); 
611:void print_array(FILE *file,int *array,int array_size) { 
612: for (int i = 0; i < array_size;i++) { 
613:  for (int j = 0; j < array_size; j++) { 
614:   for (int k = 0; k < array_size; k++) { 
615:   //ROW MAJOR printf("%i",array[i*array_size*array_size + 
j*array_size + k]); 
616:    fprintf(file,"%i",array[k*array_size*array_size + 
j*array_size + i]); 
617:   } 
618:   fprintf(file,"\n"); 
619:  } 
620: } 
621:} 
623://Macro that returns the index of a 1D array given 3D coordinates 
624:int findex(int x, int y, int z) { 
625: /* Put asserts in if it segfaults 
626: assert (x < thresh_array_size); 
627: assert (y < thresh_array_size); 
628: assert (z < thresh_array_size); 
629: assert(x >= 0); 
630: assert(y >= 0); 
631: assert(z >= 0); 
632: */ 
633: return (z*thresh_array_size*thresh_array_size + y*thresh_array_size + x); 
634:} 
636://Warning: Hack Alert! 
637://The DISTUF Code has a shear-periodic boundary on the top/bottom edge. 
638://This means upper point +ISHIFT from the middle is adjacent to -ISHIFT 
639://on the bottom of the array. 
640://All ISHIFT-related stuff should be removed for another application 
641:// since it destroys the bounding-box optimizations 
643://wrap_index() Handles array indexes that are outside of 0 to N-1 
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644://Slower than findex, so should be used only when we 
645://know that we are outside of normal bounds. 
646:int array_mod(int x, int tas) { 
647: if (x < 0) x = (-(-x%tas)+tas)%tas; 
648: else x = x % tas; 
649: return x; 
650:} 
651:int wrap_index(int x, int y, int z) { 
652: const int tas = thresh_array_size; 
653: //HACK ALERT: ishift 
654: x += (y / tas) * 2*ishift; 
655: x = array_mod(x,tas); 
656: y = array_mod(y,tas); 
657: z = array_mod(z,tas); 
658: return findex(x,y,z); 
659:} 
661:int old_wrap_index(int x, int y, int z) { 
662: const int tas = thresh_array_size; 
663: //HACK ALERT: ishift 
664: x += (y / tas) * 2*old_ishift; 
665: x = array_mod(x,tas); 
666: y = array_mod(y,tas); 
667: z = array_mod(z,tas); 
668: return findex(x,y,z); 
669:} 
671://Macros for accessing array elements 
672://_elem functions return a pointer 
673://_value functions return the value 
675://These four are for generic arrays 
676:float* array_elem (float *darray, int x,int y,int z) { return 
&(darray[findex(x,y,z)]); } 
677:float array_value(float *darray, int x,int y,int z) { return (darray[findex(x,y,z)]); 
} 
678:float* array_elem_wrap (float *darray, int x,int y,int z) { return 
&(darray[wrap_index(x,y,z)]); } 
679:float array_value_wrap (float *darray, int x,int y,int z) { return 
(darray[wrap_index(x,y,z)]); } 
681://For accessing the threshold array 
682:int* thresh_array_elem (int x,int y,int z) { return &(thresh_array[findex(x,y,z)]); } 
683:int  thresh_array_value(int x,int y,int z) { return   thresh_array[findex(x,y,z)];  } 
684:int* thresh_array_elem_wrap (int x,int y,int z) { return 
&(thresh_array[wrap_index(x,y,z)]); } 
685:int  thresh_array_value_wrap(int x,int y,int z) { return   
thresh_array[wrap_index(x,y,z)];  } 
687://For accessing the threshold array of the prior frame 
688:int* old_temp_array_elem (int x,int y,int z) { return 
&(old_temp_array[findex(x,y,z)]); } 
689:int  old_temp_array_value(int x,int y,int z) { return   
old_temp_array[findex(x,y,z)];  } 
690:int* old_temp_array_elem_wrap (int x,int y,int z) { return 
&(old_temp_array[old_wrap_index(x,y,z)]); } 
691:int  old_temp_array_value_wrap(int x,int y,int z) { return   
old_temp_array[old_wrap_index(x,y,z)];  } 
693://For accessing the array containing cluster labels at each point 
694:int* temp_array_elem   (int x,int y,int z) { return &(temp_array[findex(x,y,z)]);   } 
695:int  temp_array_value  (int x,int y,int z) { return   temp_array[findex(x,y,z)];    } 
696:int* temp_array_elem_wrap   (int x,int y,int z) { return 
&(temp_array[wrap_index(x,y,z)]);   } 
697:int  temp_array_value_wrap  (int x,int y,int z) { return   
temp_array[wrap_index(x,y,z)];    } 
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C. Cluster.h 
 
1:#ifndef CLUSTER_H 
2:#define CLUSTER_H 
3:/***************************************************** 
4:Cluster.h 
5:Holds globals, constants and the Cluster class itself 
6:William Kerney 5/9/01 
7:*****************************************************/ 
9:#include "Main.h" 
11://This is a transparent data type -- ie, everything is public. 
12:class Cluster { 
13:private: 
14: //Next guy in current frame 
15: //This allows us to iterate across all clusters if we need to 
16: Cluster *nextinframe; 
18: //Us in the next & previous frames 
19: Cluster *nextclust[MAXSPLITS]; 
20: Cluster *prevclust[MAXSPLITS]; 
22: //The exact number of points in this cluster 
23: int size; 
25: //Which cluster number we are 
26: int mark; 
28:public: 
29: //Accessors 
30: Cluster *getNextInFrame(); 
31: void setNextInFrame(Cluster *new_nextinframe); 
32: int getMark(); //No setMark(), since it should be immutable 
33: int getSize();  
34: void setSize(int new_size); //No setMark(), since it should be immutable 
35: Cluster *getNextClust(int number); 
36: Cluster *getPrevClust(int number); 
37: //Equivalent to both setNextClust() and setPrevClust() 
38: void AddChild(Cluster *newchild); //Makes a pointer to us in next frame 
40: // Extents. 0 = left, 1 = right, 2 = top, 3 = bottom, 4 = in, 5 = out 
41: int location[6]; 
43: //Like a constructor, but needed since we're mallocing... 
44: void Init() { 
45:  location[0] = location[2] = location[4] = INT_MAX; 
46:  location[1] = location[3] = location[5] = -1;  
47:  size = mark = 0; 
48:  for (int i = 0; i < MAXSPLITS; i++) { 
49:   nextclust[i] = NULL; 
50:   prevclust[i] = NULL; 
51:  } 
52:  nextinframe = NULL; 
53: } 
54: void Init(int newmark) { 
55:  Init(); //Call base constructor 
56:  mark = newmark; 
57: } 
58:}; 
60:#endif 
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D. Cluster.C 
 
1:/***************************************************** 
2:Cluster.C 
3:William Kerney 5/9/00 
4:*****************************************************/ 
6:#include "Cluster.h" 
8://Accessors 
9:Cluster* Cluster :: getNextInFrame() { return nextinframe; } 
10:void Cluster :: setNextInFrame(Cluster *new_nextinframe) { nextinframe = 
new_nextinframe; } 
11:int Cluster :: getMark() { return mark; } 
12:int Cluster :: getSize() { return size; } 
13:void Cluster :: setSize(int new_size) { size = new_size; } 
14:Cluster* Cluster :: getNextClust(int number) { return nextclust[number]; } 
15:Cluster* Cluster :: getPrevClust(int number) { return prevclust[number]; } 
17:void Cluster :: AddChild(Cluster *newchild) { 
18:    int i,j; 
19:    for (i = 0; i < MAXSPLITS; i++) { 
20:  if (nextclust[i] == newchild) break; 
21:  if (nextclust[i] == NULL) break; 
22: } 
23:    for (j = 0; j < MAXSPLITS; j++) { 
24:  if (newchild->prevclust[j] == NULL) break; 
25:  if (newchild->prevclust[j] == this) break; 
26: } 
27:    if (i >= MAXSPLITS || j >= MAXSPLITS) { 
28:  fail("DIE: MAXSPLITS not set high enough.\n"); 
29:    } 
30:    nextclust[i] = newchild; 
31:    newchild->prevclust[j] = this; 
32:} 
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E. Frame.h 
 
1:#ifndef FRAME_H 
2:#define FRAME_H 
4:/***************************************************** 
5:Frame.h 
6:Datastructure for holding one frame's worth of information 
7:William Kerney 8/18/00 
8:*****************************************************/ 
10:#include "Main.h" 
11:#include "Hash2D.h" 
12:#include "Cluster.h" 
14:class Frame { 
15:private: 
17: Cluster *root; 
18: Hash2D *mytable; 
19: Frame *nextframe; 
21:public: 
22: //Adds the new Cluster to the linked list of clusters, *and* to the hash 
23: void AddToFrame(Cluster *newguy); 
25: //Simply diff the two hash tables 
26: void CompareWithNextFrame(); 
28: //Free the hash table from memory 
29: void ClearHash(); 
31: //Accessors 
32: Cluster *getRoot(); 
33: void setRoot(Cluster *new_root); 
34: Frame *getNextFrame(); 
35: void setNextFrame(Frame *new_nextframe); 
37: void Init(); 
38:}; 
40:#endif 
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F. Frame.C 
 
1:/***************************************************** 
2:Frame.C 
3:Implementation file for the Frame class 
4:Very basic functions 
5:William Kerney 8/18/00 
6:*****************************************************/ 
8:#include "Frame.h" 
10:void Frame :: AddToFrame(Cluster *newguy) { 
11:  newguy->setNextInFrame(root); 
12:  root = newguy; 
13:  mytable->AddToHash(newguy); 
14:} 
16://Accessors 
17:Cluster* Frame:: getRoot() { return root; } 
18:void Frame :: setRoot(Cluster *new_root) { root = new_root; } 
19:Frame* Frame :: getNextFrame() { return nextframe; } 
20:void Frame :: setNextFrame(Frame *new_nextframe) { nextframe = new_nextframe; } 
22:void Frame :: CompareWithNextFrame() { 
23: mytable->Comparison(nextframe->mytable); 
24:} 
26:void Frame :: ClearHash () { 
27: mytable->FreeBuckets(); 
28: free(mytable); 
29:} 
31:void Frame :: Init() { 
32:  nextframe = NULL; 
33:  root = NULL; 
34:  mytable = (Hash2D*)malloc(sizeof(Hash2D)); 
35:  mytable->Init(); 
36:} 
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G. Hash1D.h 
 
1:#ifndef HASH1D_H 
2:#define HASH1D_H 
4:/***************************************************** 
5:Hash1D.h 
6:A 1D hash table that holds pairs of values to 
7:cache what cluster #s have already been tested for overlap 
8:William Kerney 5/17/01 
9:*****************************************************/ 
11:#include "Main.h" 
12:#include "Cluster.h" 
14:class Hash1D { 
15:public: 
16: int hasharray[HASH1DSIZE][2]; 
18: //Meat Functions 
19: int test(Cluster *one, Cluster *two); 
20: void add(Cluster *one, Cluster *two); 
22: void Init() { 
23:  for (int i=0;i<HASH1DSIZE;i++) 
24:   hasharray[i][0] = hasharray[i][1] = NULL; 
25: } 
26:}; 
28:#endif 
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H. Hash1D.C 
 
1:/***************************************************** 
2:Hash1D.h 
3:A 1D hash table that holds pairs of values to 
4:cache what cluster #s have already been tested for overlap 
5:Simple single hashing routine. 
6:William Kerney 5/17/01 
7:*****************************************************/ 
9:#include "Hash1D.h" 
11://MAXINT 2147483647 
12:#define MAGIC1 1437 
13:#define MAGIC2 4339 
14://int hasharray[HASH1DSIZE]; 
16:unsigned int hash(unsigned int one, unsigned int two) { 
17: return ((one * MAGIC1) + (two * MAGIC2)) % HASH1DSIZE;  
18:} 
20:int Hash1D::test(Cluster *one, Cluster *two) { 
21: unsigned int pos = hash(one->getMark(),two->getMark()); 
22: unsigned int start = pos; 
23: while (1) { 
24:  if (hasharray[pos][0] == NULL) 
25:   return false; 
26:  if (hasharray[pos][0] == one->getMark() && 
27:   hasharray[pos][1] == two->getMark()) 
28:   return true; 
29:  pos = (pos + 1) % HASH1DSIZE; 
30:  if (pos == start) { 
31:   fprintf(outs,"ERROR: Hash full; HASH1DSIZE Not Big Enough!\n"); 
32:   return false; 
33:  } 
34: } 
35:} 
37:void Hash1D::add(Cluster *one, Cluster *two) { 
38: unsigned int pos = hash(one->getMark(),two->getMark()); 
39: unsigned int start = pos; 
40: while (1) { 
41:  if (hasharray[pos][0] == 0) {  //Insert into an empty bucket 
42:   hasharray[pos][0] = one->getMark(); 
43:   hasharray[pos][1] = two->getMark(); 
44:   return; 
45:  } 
46:  if (hasharray[pos][0] == one->getMark() && //Duplicate check 
47:   hasharray[pos][1] == two->getMark()) 
48:   return; 
49:  pos = (pos + 1) % HASH1DSIZE; //Basic linear probing 
50:  if (pos == start) { 
51:   fprintf(outs,"ERROR: Hash full; HASH1DSIZE Not Big Enough!\n"); 
52:   return; 
53:  } 
54: } 
55:} 
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I. Hash2D.h 
 
1:#ifndef HASH2D_H 
2:#define HASH2D_H 
4:/***************************************************** 
5:Hash2D.h 
6:2D Hash Table to make intersection testing faster. 
7:Basically, each cluster is projected onto a 2D hash 
8:table, with pointers added for each bucket that it is 
9:over. 
10:-It is 2D with linked lists for each bucket. 
11:-It takes clusters as its element. 
12:-The special operation it performs is collision detection 
13:among the clusters in its hash. 
14:William Kerney 5/16/01 
15:*****************************************************/ 
17:#include "Main.h" 
18:#include "Hash1D.h" 
20://Each Bucket is a head and member of a linked list 
21:class Bucket { 
22:public: 
23: Cluster *data; 
24: Bucket *next; 
25:}; 
27:class Hash2D { 
28:public: 
29: Hash1D cache; 
30: Bucket* hasharray[BINS][BINS]; 
32: //Adds newguy to all the bins that are within its radius. 
33: //Meat Function 
34: void AddToHash(Cluster *newguy); 
36: //Clear memory -- i.e., destructor 
37: void FreeBuckets(); 
39: //Diffs one Hash2D with another to find changes 
40: //Meat Function 
41: void Comparison(Hash2D *other); 
43: void Init() { 
44:  int i,j; 
45:  cache.Init(); 
46:  for (i=0;i<BINS;i++) for(j=0;j<BINS;j++) 
47:   hasharray[i][j] = NULL; 
48: } 
50: //Checks to see if two clusters overlap. 
51: //Helper function for Comparison 
52: void CheckOverlap(Cluster *a, Cluster *b); 
54:}; 
56:#endif 
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J. Hash2D.C 
 
1:/***************************************************** 
2:Hash2D.C 
3:Basic functions as one would expect in a hash table 
4:It is 2D with linked lists for each bucket. 
5:It takes clusters as its element. 
6:The special operation it performs is collision detection 
7:among the clusters in its hash. 
8:William Kerney 5/16/01 
9:*****************************************************/ 
11:#include "Hash2D.h" 
12:#include "Hash1D.h" 
13:#include "Cluster.h" 
15:static Hash1D cache; 
17:int between(int a, int b, int c) { 
18: if (c >= a && c <= b) return 1; 
19: return 0; 
20:} 
22://Exact Comparison 
24://Modify this if your application uses a different scheme of 
25://showing which parts of the array are interesting. 
26://For distuf, 2 is interesting. 1 is a halo, 0 is uninteresting. 
27://F is from previous frame, s is from current frame. 
28:static int ExactComparison(Cluster *f,Cluster *s) { 
29: int found = 0; 
30: //TODO: Only scan sub-cube that intersects them 
31: int starti = f->location[0] > s->location[0]?f->location[0]:s->location[0]; 
32: int startj = f->location[2] > s->location[2]?f->location[2]:s->location[2]; 
33: int startk = f->location[4] > s->location[4]?f->location[4]:s->location[4]; 
34: int endi = f->location[1] < s->location[1] ? f->location[1]:s->location[1]; 
35: int endj = f->location[3] < s->location[3] ? f->location[3]:s->location[3]; 
36: int endk = f->location[5] < s->location[5] ? f->location[5]:s->location[5]; 
38: for (int i = starti; i <= endi; i++) { 
39:  for (int j = startj; j <= endj; j++) { 
40:   for (int k = startk; k <= endk; k++) { 
41:    //Old_thresh holds mark values, so we can be sure we match 
42:    if (old_temp_array_value_wrap(i,j,k) == f->getMark() && 
temp_array_value_wrap(i,j,k) == s->getMark()) { 
43:     found = 1; 
44:     goto done; 
45:    } 
46:   } 
47:  } 
48: } 
49: done: 
50: return found; 
51:} 
53:void Hash2D :: CheckOverlap (Cluster *f, Cluster *s) { 
54: int vert = 0, horiz = 0, inner = 0; 
55: if (cache.test(f,s)) //Easy out if we've already found if they match 
56:  return; 
58: if (between(f->location[0],f->location[1],s->location[0]) || 
59:  between(f->location[0],f->location[1],s->location[1]) || 
60:  between(s->location[0],s->location[1],f->location[0]) || 
61:  between(s->location[0],s->location[1],f->location[1])) { 
62:   //Horizontal match 
63:   horiz = 1; 
64:  } 
66: if (between(f->location[2],f->location[3],s->location[2]) || 
67:  between(f->location[2],f->location[3],s->location[3]) || 
68:  between(s->location[2],s->location[3],f->location[2]) || 
69:  between(s->location[2],s->location[3],f->location[3])) { 
70:   //Vertical match 
71:   vert = 1; 
72:  } 
74: if (between(f->location[4],f->location[5],s->location[4]) || 
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75:  between(f->location[4],f->location[5],s->location[5]) || 
76:  between(s->location[4],s->location[5],f->location[4]) || 
77:  between(s->location[4],s->location[5],f->location[5])) { 
78:   //Inner match 
79:   inner = 1; 
80:  } 
82: if (vert && horiz && inner) { 
83:  //We have overlap between the two clusters 
85:#ifdef QUICK_COMPARISON 
86:  f->AddChild(s); 
87:#else 
88:  if (ExactComparison(f,s)) 
89:   f->AddChild(s); 
90:#endif 
91: } 
92: cache.add(f,s); //Add them to the list of tests already performed 
93:} 
95:void Hash2D :: Comparison (Hash2D *other) { 
96: int i,j; 
97: Bucket *k,*l; 
98: for (i = 0; i < BINS; i++)  
99:  for (j = 0; j < BINS; j++) //Check each bin for clusters overlapping 
100:   for (k = hasharray[i][j]; k; k = k->next) 
101:    for (l = other->hasharray[i][j]; l; l = l->next) //Go 
through each list 
102:     CheckOverlap(k->data,l->data); 
103:} 
105:void Hash2D :: AddToHash(Cluster *newguy) { 
106: int left,right,up,down; 
107: int i,j; 
108: Bucket *newbuck; 
109: if (newguy == NULL) { 
110:  printf("AddToFrame passed NULL! Line: %i\n",__LINE__); 
111:  exit(1); 
112: } 
113: //Determine newguy's extents into the hash table 
114: left  = (BINS * newguy->location[0]) / thresh_array_size; 
115: right = (BINS * newguy->location[1]) / thresh_array_size; 
116: up    = (BINS * newguy->location[2]) / thresh_array_size; 
117: down  = (BINS * newguy->location[3]) / thresh_array_size; 
118: //Cap the number of bins it will go in to the max. 
119: if (right-left >= BINS) { right = BINS - 1; left = 0; } 
120: if (down -up   >= BINS) { down  = BINS - 1; up   = 0; } 
122: //printf("Cluster fits in bin: %i %i to %i %i\n",left,right,up,down); 
124: //Location can be negative, so handle wrapping around. 
125: //First do positive buckets 
126: for (i = (left > 0 ? left : 0); i <= right; i++) 
127:  for (j = (up > 0 ? up : 0); j <= down; j++) { 
128:   newbuck = (Bucket*)malloc(sizeof(Bucket)); 
129:   if (!newbuck) pfail("Newbuck malloc failed"); 
130:   newbuck->data = newguy; 
131:   newbuck->next = hasharray[i][j]; 
132:   hasharray[i][j] = newbuck; 
133:  } 
134: //Now we iterate across all negative buckets and wrap them correctly 
135: for (i = 0; i > left; i--) 
136:  for (j = 0; j > up; j--) { 
137:   int loc1 = i, loc2 = j; 
138:   loc1 = array_mod(loc1,BINS); 
139:   loc2 = array_mod(loc2,BINS); 
140:   newbuck = (Bucket*)malloc(sizeof(Bucket)); 
141:   if (!newbuck) pfail("Newbuck malloc failed"); 
142:   newbuck->data = newguy; 
143:   newbuck->next = hasharray[loc1][loc2]; 
144:   hasharray[loc1][loc2] = newbuck; 
145:  } 
146: /* Print hash table 
147: for (j = 0; j < BINS; j++) for (i = 0; i < BINS; i++) { 
148:  hasharray[i][j] ? printf("1") : printf("0"); 
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149:  if (i == BINS - 1) printf("\n"); 
150: } 
151: */ 
152:} 
154:void Hash2D :: FreeBuckets() { 
155: for (int i = 0; i < BINS; i++) { 
156:  for (int j = 0; j < BINS; j++) { 
157:   Bucket *temp = hasharray[i][j]; 
158:   while (temp) { 
159:    Bucket *scratch = temp->next; 
160:    free(temp); 
161:    temp = scratch; 
162:   } 
163:  } 
164: } 
165:} 
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K. RLE.C 
 
1:/***************************************************** 
2:RLE.C 
3:A series of helper functions and static varables to 
4:make the RLE outputting main loop look cleaner. 
5:(RLE == Run Length Encoding) 
6:William Kerney 4/27/01 
7:*****************************************************/ 
9:#include "Main.h" 
10:#include "Cluster.h" 
12://Wrapper for ftell 
13:long Ftell(FILE *stream) { 
14:    long retval = ftell(stream); 
15: //printf("Ftell: %i\n",retval); 
16:    if (retval == -1) pfail("Error in ftell"); 
17:    return retval; 
18:} 
20://Wrapper for fwrite 
21:void Fwrite(void *ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems, FILE *stream) { 
22: //printf("Fwrite: %li to ",ftell(stream)); 
23:    if (!fwrite(ptr,size,nitems,stream)) 
24:        pfail("Error writing cluster"); 
25: //printf("%li\n",ftell(stream)); 
26:} 
28://These hold the places in the file that we need to come back to 
29:// in order to write in how long the run length turned out to be. 
30:static long whenceX; 
31:static long whenceY; 
32:static long whenceZ; 
33:static unsigned char pointsX, nextX; //Number of points output in this run 
34:static unsigned short pointsY, nextY; 
35:static unsigned int pointsZ, nextZ; 
37://Holds the file that everyone writes into 
38:static FILE *g_clusterfile; 
44://These #defs are the number of bytes holding run length, 
45:// which is the number of elements in this run (not # of bytes written). 
46://We cannot write out more than pow(2,runlength) points of the array. 
48:static long placeholder = 0; //Must be >= MAXRUNLENGTHs 
49:#define MAXRUNLENGTH_X 1 
50:#define MAXRUNLENGTH_Y 2 
51:#define MAXRUNLENGTH_Z 4 
52://Make sure these agree with sizeof(char), sizeof(short) and sizeof(int) 
54:void startX(short x, char type) { 
55://printf("startX: %i type: %i\n",x,type); 
56:    Fwrite(&x, sizeof(x), 1, g_clusterfile); 
57:    Fwrite(&type, sizeof(type), 1, g_clusterfile); 
58:    whenceX = Ftell(g_clusterfile); 
59: pointsX = 0; 
60:    Fwrite(&placeholder, MAXRUNLENGTH_X, 1, g_clusterfile); 
61:} 
62:void finishX() { 
63://printf("finishX\n"); 
64:    if (whenceX == INT_MIN) return; 
65:    long temp = Ftell(g_clusterfile); 
66:    fseek(g_clusterfile, whenceX, SEEK_SET); 
67: //char bytes = (temp - (whenceX + MAXRUNLENGTH_X)) / BYTES_PER_POINT; 
68:    Fwrite(&pointsX, sizeof(pointsX), 1, g_clusterfile); 
69:    fseek(g_clusterfile, temp, SEEK_SET); 
70: whenceX = INT_MIN; 
71:} 
73:void startY(short y) { 
74://printf("startY: %i\n",y); 
75:    Fwrite(&y, sizeof(y), 1, g_clusterfile); 
76:    whenceY = Ftell(g_clusterfile); 
77: pointsY = 0; 
78:    Fwrite(&placeholder, MAXRUNLENGTH_Y, 1, g_clusterfile); 
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79:} 
80:void finishY() { 
81://printf("finishY\n"); 
82:    if (whenceY == INT_MIN) return; 
83:    long temp = Ftell(g_clusterfile); 
84:    fseek(g_clusterfile, whenceY, SEEK_SET); 
85:    Fwrite(&pointsY, sizeof(pointsY), 1, g_clusterfile); 
86:    fseek(g_clusterfile, temp, SEEK_SET); 
87: whenceY = INT_MIN; 
88:} 
91:void startZ(short z) { 
92://printf("startZ: %i\n",z); 
93:    Fwrite(&z, sizeof(z), 1, g_clusterfile); 
94:    whenceZ = Ftell(g_clusterfile); 
95: pointsZ = 0; 
96:    Fwrite(&placeholder, MAXRUNLENGTH_Z, 1, g_clusterfile); 
97:} 
98:void finishZ() { 
99://printf("finishZ\n"); 
100:    if (whenceZ == INT_MIN) return; 
101:    long temp = Ftell(g_clusterfile); 
102:    fseek(g_clusterfile, whenceZ, SEEK_SET); 
103:    Fwrite(&pointsZ, sizeof(pointsZ), 1, g_clusterfile); 
104:    fseek(g_clusterfile, temp, SEEK_SET); 
105: whenceZ = INT_MIN; 
106:} 
110:void initHelpers(FILE *clu) { 
111:    whenceX = whenceY = whenceZ = INT_MIN; 
112:    g_clusterfile = clu; 
113:    pointsX = pointsY = pointsZ = 0; //Not really necessary 
114:} 
116:/* Peter Diamessis wanted all points within an arbitrary 
117: * distance of a cluster to be treated as part of a cluster. 
118: * This algorithm marks all empty points within Halo distance 
119: * as part of this cluster. 
120: * 4/12/01 -- Added his "criterium for halo thickness" 
121: * which allows us to save space by reducing halo size on smaller 
122: * clusters: 
123: Halo thickness (in points) = nearest integer(0.2727273 * maximum height) 
124: If maximum height> 15 points: Halo thickness =4 points 
125: If maximum height< 4 points: Halo thickness =0 ( 3 point high structures are 
126: the smallest ones). 
127: */ 
128:// 1 == halo, 2 == interesting point 
129:void haloCalc(int mark, const int *location,int maxhalo) { 
130: int last_a = INT_MIN, last_b = INT_MIN, last_c = INT_MIN; 
131: assert(maxhalo >= 0); 
133: //Criterium for halo thickness: 
134: int height = location[3] - location[2] + 1; //This approximates true height 
135: int halo = int(rint(height * 0.2727273)); 
136: if (halo > maxhalo) halo = maxhalo; 
138: //Limit halo size to maximum/minimum 
139: float fraction = thresh_array_size / 128.0; 
140: if (height < 4*fraction) halo = 0; 
141: if (height > 15*fraction) halo = maxhalo; 
143: for (int a = location[0]; a <= location[1]; a++) { 
144:  for (int b = location[2]; b <= location[3]; b++) { 
145:   for (int c = location[4]; c <= location[5]; c++) { 
146:    int val = thresh_array_value_wrap(a,b,c); 
147:    if (val == 2 && temp_array_value_wrap(a,b,c) == mark) { 
148:     //If we just marked to the left, we don't need to do 
all 
149:     int easyout = FALSE; 
150:     if (a == last_a && b == last_b && c == last_c+1) 
151:      easyout = TRUE; 
152:     last_a = a; last_b = b; last_c = c; 
154:     for (int k = c - halo; k <= c + halo; k++) { 
155:      if (easyout) k = c + halo;  
156:      for (int j = b - halo; j <= b + halo; j++) { 
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157:       for (int i = a - halo; i <= a + halo; 
i++) { 
158:        if 
(thresh_array_value_wrap(i,j,k) == 2) 
159:         continue; 
160:       
 *thresh_array_elem_wrap(i,j,k) = 1; 
161:        /* SIDE EFFECT WARNING 
162:        -We set temp_array for this 
point so that 
163:        the RLE writer will know not 
to output 
164:        halo points associated with 
other clusters 
165:        nearby. 
166:        -This has the side effect of 
making it 
167:        look like the point is a real 
point when 
168:        we throw away the thresh 
array. 
169:        -So we will clear all these 
points when 
170:        we're done using HaloClear. 
*/ 
171:        *temp_array_elem_wrap(i,j,k) 
= mark; 
172:       } 
173:      } 
174:     } 
175:    } 
176:   } 
177:  } 
178: } 
179:} 
181://Clear the temp array for halo points, for reasons listed in haloCalc(); 
182:void haloClear() { 
183: for (int i = 0; i < thresh_array_size; i++) 
184:  for (int j = 0; j < thresh_array_size; j++) 
185:   for (int k = 0; k < thresh_array_size; k++) 
186:    if (thresh_array_value(i,j,k) == 1) 
187:     *temp_array_elem(i,j,k) = 0; 
188:} 
191:hrtime_t timehalo; 
192:extern int halo; 
193:extern float *data1_array; 
194:extern float *data2_array; 
195:extern float *data3_array; 
196:extern float *data4_array; 
197:void RLE_Output(Cluster *c_iter,FILE *clusterfile,FILE *metafile) { 
198:    while (c_iter) { 
199:        //Maintain a metadata file that gives indices to each cluster in file 
200:        long whence = Ftell(clusterfile); 
201:        fprintf(metafile,"Cluster %.10i: %.15wli\n",c_iter->getMark(),whence); 
203:        //Now we output each cluster in RLE-like style. 
204:        //File format: 
205:        //first z plane (short) followed by number of points contained in this plane 
(int) 
206:        //  first y row (short) followed by number of points in this row (short) 
207:        //    first x (short) with point to output, followed by Type (char), followed 
by points in this run (char) 
208:        //    second x 
209:        //    third x 
210:        //    .... 
211:        //  second y, etc. 
212:        //second z, etc. 
213:        //Then next cluster 
215:        //min_x,max_x,etc. -- this is the bounding box + halo size 
216:        int min_z = c_iter->location[0] - halo; 
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217:        int max_z = c_iter->location[1] + halo; 
218:        int min_y = c_iter->location[2] - halo; 
219:        int max_y = c_iter->location[3] + halo; 
220:        int min_x = c_iter->location[4] - halo; 
221:        int max_x = c_iter->location[5] + halo; 
222:        int type = -1; 
223:        int cur_x = INT_MIN, cur_y = INT_MIN, cur_z = INT_MIN, cur_type = INT_MIN; 
224:        initHelpers(clusterfile); //Tells helper functions to reset 
225:timehalo -= gethrtime(); 
226:        haloCalc(c_iter->getMark(),c_iter->location,halo); 
227:timehalo += gethrtime(); 
228:        for (int z = min_z; z <= max_z ; z++) { 
229:            for (int y = min_y; y <= max_y; y++) { 
230:                for (int x = min_x; x <= max_x; x++) { 
231:                    if (c_iter->getMark() != temp_array_value_wrap(z,y,x)) continue; 
232:                    if (type = thresh_array_value_wrap(z,y,x)) { 
233:                        if (z != cur_z) { 
234:                            finishX(); 
235:                            finishY(); 
236:                            finishZ(); 
237:                            startZ(z); 
238:                        } 
239:                        if (y != cur_y || z != cur_z) { 
240:                            finishX(); 
241:                            finishY(); 
242:                            startY(y); 
243:                        } 
244:                        if (x != cur_x + 1 || y != cur_y || z != cur_z || type != 
cur_type) { 
245:                            finishX(); 
246:                            startX(x,type); 
247:                        } 
248:                        //Write the Real Physical Data to disk 
249:                        float foo[4]; 
250:                        foo[0] = array_value_wrap(data1_array,z,y,x); 
251:                        foo[1] = array_value_wrap(data2_array,z,y,x); 
252:                        foo[2] = array_value_wrap(data3_array,z,y,x); 
253:                        foo[3] = array_value_wrap(data4_array,z,y,x); 
254:                        Fwrite(foo,sizeof(foo[0]),4,clusterfile); 
256:      //Check for overflow 
257:      nextX = pointsX + 1; 
258:      nextY = pointsY + 1; 
259:      nextZ = pointsZ + 1; 
261:      if (nextX == 0) 
262:       fail("Overflow in pointsX. Change its 
type from char to short.\n"); 
263:      if (nextY == 0) 
264:       fail("Overflow in pointsY. Change its 
type from short to int.\n"); 
265:      if (!nextZ) 
266:       fail("Overflow in pointsZ. Change its 
type from int to long.\n"); 
268:                        //Maintain count of bytes written 
269:                        pointsX++; 
270:                        pointsY++; 
271:                        pointsZ++; 
273:                        //Maintain what point we're at 
274:                        cur_x = x; 
275:                        cur_y = y; 
276:                        cur_z = z; 
277:                        cur_type = type; 
278:                    } 
279:                } 
280:            } 
281:        } 
282:        finishZ(); 
283:        finishY(); 
284:        finishX(); 
285:        c_iter = c_iter->getNextInFrame(); 
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286:    } 
287:    //This is a wasteful extra iteration over the whole array 
288:    //We could choose to retain the old thresh array instead 
289:    //so the marks in the temp array showing what cluster the 
290:    //halo points belong to are no longer treated as normal points. 
291: //But that would require extra memory. 
292:    haloClear(); 
293: return; 
294:} 
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